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Faculty Shake-Up Rocks Campus 
Five faculty members 

have been either dismissed 
or ha ve s ubmitte d 
resignations at the end of 
this year. They are Dr. 
Richard Andrews, Speech 
and Theatre ; Dr. Varma, 
Biology; Dr. Eugene Bass, 
Biology; Albert Goodwin, 
Bus in ess Administration ; 
and Dr. Calvin Claude!, 

FoAttR\ wgujrOs. WRIGHT 
STATE Dr. Richard 
Andrew 1s moving to 
Day ton, Ohio and will be 
teaching at Wright State 
Unive rsi ty. " I hav e 
something to sell and 
Salisbury is not buying it", 
he commented when asked 
wh y he was leaving. Dr. 
Andrew felt that he was 
stifl ed and bound at 
Salisbury and could not 
continue m his present 
dir ec tion. Dr. Wesley, 
Department Chairman of 
Speech and Theatre, denied 
rumors that he was phasing 
out the Theatre portion. 
Citing the need for 
professional interaction in 
theatre, he stated that he 
was sorry to loose Dr. 
Andrew. In an effort to 
find a replacement, Dr. 
Wesley related that he has 
hired Dr. Leland Starnes, a 
Harvard and Yale graduate 
who is looking forward to 
d ir ecting musicals and 
dramatic productions next 
fall. Dr. Wesley commented 
that he feels fortunate in 
having someone of Dr. 
Starnes background on the 
staff. 

BASS TO U .M.E.S. 
Dr. Eugene Bass will be 
leaving SSC to join the 
staff of the University of 
Maryland Eastern Shore. 
Dr. Bass, in addition to a 
light teaching load , will be 
working at the Wallops 
island NASA Base on food 

produ c tion related to 
oysters. 

Commenting on a new 
graduate pro gram in 
Biology at SSC, Bass feels 
that the development of a 
stronger und ergraduate 
program would be more 
meaningful. In relation to 
the students, he feels that 
they need to study more. 
Bass cited that the Biology 
Department as well as the 
Education Department turn 

·out many majors but few 
professionals. He claims 
that he would like to see 

more quality than quanti ty 
. from the students. Or. Bass 
also related that he is 
pleased with the selec tion 
of the new Dean. 

CLAUDEL TO SEEK 
NEW JOB ·· Dr. Calvin 
Claud e! , Professor of 
Modern . Language, will be 
leaving SSC. As a Phi Be ta 
Kappa holder and publisher 
of over thirty articles, he 
plan s t o seek new 
employment elsewhere. Or. 
Claude! is Chancelor of the 
National Federation of 
Poetry. and holds similarly 

'p os1 t1 ons internationally . 
Citing violation of his 
academic freedom and his 
changing of tex tbooks for 
his dismissal, Claude! stated 
th at th e L ang uage 
Department of SSC has 
fallen due to the decrease 
in the number of hours 
required for class. He feels 
th at the administration's 
s nu bbe r y o f h is 
p ubli ca ti o n s a l s o 
contributed in his desire to 
leave. 

Earth Day Rally Held Here 
On the Earth Day Rally, 

a day dedicated to the 
Environment, was held here 
on April 19th. Sponsored 
by the Alpha Omega 
Biological Society, the rally 
included a band, speakers, 
and a candle light service 
at sundown. The club also 
planted a tree near 
Devilbiss Science Hall. 

Student and faculty 
turnout was poor as usual , 
even though temperatures 
reached into the 80's. A 
casket covered with an 
Ecology flag and three 
candles I occupied the corner 
of the union symbolizing 
the death of the Planet 
Earth. 

In the evening, with 
music supplied by Dee 
Lesko, a candle light 
service was held wi th 
speeches by Dr. Estes and 
Father Briele from St. 
Fran ces Church. Bo th 
reinterated the fate o f the 
earth. This was followed 
by a moving candle light 
service in which prayers 
were said. The attendants 
there, then planted a tree 

at one corner' of the 
campus. 

Joe Archer, president of 
the Alpha Omega Biological 
Society , stated that he was , 
pleased with the schedule 
of eve nts but was 
extremely disappointed with 
student apathy, ci ting that 
the students don 't care 
about anything. 

The speakers included 
Dr . Rob er t He d ee n, 
Chairman of the Biology 
Department; Or. John 

Knowles, Chairman of the 
Foreig n La n g uage 
Department; Or. Van 
Breeman of the Biology 
Department ; Or. Ku nde! ; 
Ed Fountain, President of 
the M.D.A. and the bank, 
Kentucky Waters fro m 
Cape May, New Jersey. 

Facul ty members wlll:(e 
requested to allow studen.ts 
to attend . · the· rally , 
however, many did not 
comply. 

Human Sexuality Course 
Proposed By Informer 

The SSC · in former has 
proposed a course m 
Human Sexuality. The 
course would be giv(~n on 
a three credit oasis 
covering the Biological, 
Philosophical, Sociological 
and Psychological aspec ts 
of sex. Origin al plans call 
for the course to be taught 
by a member from each 
department , and eovt'r such 
thin gs as sex rlrives, 

. horomone regulation, sexual 

hang-u ps, th\-' role of the. 
'prostitu te and hom·osexual 
111 socie ty and the views of 
several moralists covering 
sex. 

Receiving the support o f 
al l fo ur De partment 
Chairmen, Dr. May, Dr. 
Shape, Dr. Hedt'en, and Dr. 
Whitcway, the course also 
was supported by over 300 
signatures from sllult-nts 
and faculty plus unanimous 
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CONCERNED ABOUT ECOLOGY? 

Return your bottles and cans to the 

Pepsi parking lot, Salisbury on Monday 

afternoons behind the S. U.B. 

UNCLUTTER YOUR WORLD! 
. ..__-,--____________ _ 
' 
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Rapp Elected After Run Off 
Ann Rapr was elected 

President · o · the Student 
Government Association 
following a run off on 

, April 16. Those elected for 
the Executive Board were 
Scott Bailey, Viet\ 
President; Judy Kirchhoff, 
Secretary; and Bill Sterling,, 
Treasurer. 

The hard fought 
campaign endt~d after a 
general election that proved 
to be a tie between Bob 
Stevenson and Ann Rapp. 
Also elected were David 
Thompson for the Board 
of Visitors; Colleen 
Costello, Cultural Affairs; 
Tom White, S.A.B. 
Chairman: and 
Representatives at - large 
Sue Baxter, Patti 
Bloodsworth, Greg 
Bowman, Karen Brownell, 
Sally Coleman, Cam Davis, 
Ed Fountain, Candy Frank, 
Stevt>. Garner, Charles Hall, 
Don Harmon, Jeanelle Hill, 
Mark Holloway, Tom 
McLaughlin, and Patty 
Reddin. 

INFORMER: Are you 
surprised that you won the 
S.G.A. run-off! 

MISS RAPP: Slightly 
because I thought Bob 
Stevenson had a lot of 
supporters. Most of the 
elections around here have 
been m favor of male 
leadership, therefore I was 
a Ii ttle surprised. 
. INFORMER: Do you 

feel that your sex had 
something to do with the 
outcome? 

MISS RAPP: Since very 
little of the Studt~nl Body 
knew either Bob or I, I 
feel that it had little 
bearing m the run-off. 
Those helping in the 
campaigning discussed the 
issues and our positions on • 
them; therefore, the 
campaigning was the major 
thing. · 

INFORMER: You ran on 
the liberal ticket -- do you 
consider yourself a 
conservative, liberal, or 
middle-of-the-roader? 

MISS RAPP: I am a 
moderate, meaning that the 

college is in a great period 
of change right now and I 
think a change that takes 
place too fast can be just 
as detrimental as a change 
that is lagging way behind. 

INFORMER: Do you 
have any changes to make 
1n the S.G.A. next 
semester'! 

MISS RAPP: have 
several m mind right now. 
I want to move the S.G.A. 
Office to the Student 
Union so it will be 
centrally ' located. Also I 
would like to see more 
student involvement instead 
of having the same people. 
There are enough 
committees that everybody 
can be .involved to some 
extent. 

INFORMER: How would 
you ~o about recruiting 
people. 

MISS RAPP: I think a 
big thing on this campus is 
the lack of communication. 
If this gap can be 
overcome we'd have mort~ 
participation and 
enthusiasm. 

INFORMER: As you 
well know, there is quite a 
bit happening down at the 
Uqiversily of Maryland 
Eastern Shon~; they have 
lecturers from as far away 
as Harvard and Yale. Do 
you see any coming 
together of UMES with the 
SG A activities? 

MISS RAPP: It is 
possible, but at this time I 
don't have enough 
information to say yes or 
no. Many of their programs 
could have been beneficial 
to us. Unfortunately we 
found out about them too 
late to organize anything. 

INFORMER: Where arc 
you from and what is your 
major? 

MISS RAPP: I am from· 
Howard County and will 
be a senior next year 
majoring in Elementary 
Education. 

INFORMER: Thinking 
over all the professors that 
you have had which one 
would you describe as one 
of the best? 

MISS RAPP: 
want 
names, 

to mention 
but the 

don't 
any 
best 

professors are the ones 
concerned about students 
and those who do outside 
work above and beyond 
the €all of duty. There are 
several here who have done 
that. 

INFORMER: ls Dr. 
Crawford an easy man to 
work with '! 

MISS RAPP: Dr. 
Craw ford 1s an easy man 
to tidk to and he is always 
willing to listen. Next year 
l hope we get along as 
well as we did this year. 

INFORMER: Would you 
like to see more 
student-faculty interaction? 

MISS RAPP: Yes, as I 
said before, this ts one of 
the major problems this 
lack of communication. 
Students are misinformed . 
about many of the things 
that happen among faculty. 
More faculty-student 
interaction would solve that 
problem. 

INFORMER: Who are 
some of your favorite 
musical groups? 

MISS RAPP: I like all 
kinds of music. 1, have 
moods where sometimes I 
like classical, sometimes 
rock, sometimes soul and 
sometimes psychedelic. I 
have no particular favorite 
group. 

INFORMER: Do you 
plan to teach on the 

· Eastern Shore? 
MISS RAPP: No, because 
have an obligation to 

teach m my home county, 
but possibly I may be 
returning to the Eastern 
Shore. 

INFORMER: There has 
been much criticism leveled 
at the college by both the 
community and 
administration about the 
lack of community-student 
interaction. How t!o you 
feel about this? 

MISS RAPP: I feel that 
this college is m a period 
of great transition. Up 
until this point the 
community activities that 
have taken place have been 
mostly m the realm of 
cultural affairs. The 
community uses our 
facilities for their own 
benefit. That 1s well and 

good. In return this 1s the 
first year that they have 
come out and said that 
they will help. I have 
mixed emotions about that 
now; I haven't had mahy 
dealin!fS with the public 
myself, but I think they 
are concerned and I feel 
that if we need their help 
they will give it. 

INFORMER: Do y.ou 
read poetry and if so, who 
is your favorite poet? 1 

MISS RAPP: I read ! a 
lot of poetry and w~ite 
some of my own. I like a 
wide variety · of poets a'nd 
often read those who I 
have never heard of. 

INFORMER: Concerning 
the upcoming board, Scott 
Bailey, Judy Kirchhoff, and 
Bill Sterling, do you see a 
harmonious relationship 
with them'? 

MISS RAPP: 
are all good 
willing to work 

Yes, they 
students, 
and all 

have a common cause to 
work for. 

INFORMER: There 1s a 
lot of references made lo 
student apathy, but the 
faculty are apathetic too. 
How would you go about 
gaining interest at SSC. 

MISS RAPP: The 
problem stems from faculty 
isolation -- they come at 8 
and leave at 5. This year 
there has been a change 
because many teachers have 
been invited to student 
get-togethers and vice versa. 
Bob Hassmiller's efforts are 
opening the gateway for 
better communication and 
perhaps better interest. 
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Editor's Commentary 
Have always wondered 

why the faculty eat their 
lunch in the Gold Roo m. 
It seems like that wall 
finaliz es th e division 
between students and profs . 
Maybe they get some 
God-like inspiration in 
there. Perhaps some better 
advice may come from the 
students they serve or are 
the faculty too fearful of 
constructive criticism? 
Saw Macurdy Burnet riding 
on his ~icycle to Caruthers 
Hall seeming to enjoy the 
warm sun with his dog 
followin g behind. Gl.,.d to 
see him up and around. 
Welco me back, Mac! 
Sometimes you wonder 
about profs. Some keep 
degrading the students to 
the point that they lower 
their standards to pass a 
few that don 't deserve it! 
If you keep/ preaching to 
us that we are no good 
than we are going to 
believe it Saw where 
Dee Lesko, Jim Turri and 
Mike Horsman g~ve an 
informal concert m the 
union on the third. I am 
happy to see people doing 
things for others instead of 
worrying about their own 
problems .. . Seems like we 
have a good thing in the 
way of Ed Delaney and 
Bob McBrien. 

Hope this college has 
1mough sense to hang on 
to these new profs as they 
are a great asse t to the 
college as well as the 
communi ty 
Congratulations to the 
Alpha Omega Biological 

Society for their successful 
. paper drive on Sunday , 
March 5. Understand they 
co mpl e t e ly fill ed Mr. 
Win gos garage with three 
tons of newspaper. Unless 
you have heard the sound 
of a bird in song, seen the 
trees against a cloudless 
sky and actually fe lt a 
sense ' of well-being with 
nature then you cannot 
understand their concern . I 
certainly do foe! sorry for 
those who have not felt or 
sensed or loved nature. 
Damn shame they are 
rumm g it for the rest of 
us. Good going, group .. . 
R eally can 't complain 
about the S. A. B. this 
year. Under the watchful 
eye of Henry Martin they 
certainly have produced, 
what with top notch films, 
Don McLean and the 
frequent dances. Hope the 
S. G. A. gives them more 
money next semester so 
they can. reall y turn on ... 
Sally Moniot sure is the 
person to see for academic 
guidance. She has one of 
those warm friendly smiles 
and really tells you like it 
is instead o f the usual run 
around. It was one of 
Crawford 's smart moves to 
hire her ... Speaking of the 
usual run-around can't 
believe the new image of 
the business office --· what 
with the new paneling and 

· sections. Even the people 
have changed to one o f 
helpfulness and concern . 
Glad the lion's den has 
changed to a kitty farm . . 
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Say Goodbye 
It is with deep regret and ~ great loss to Sal isbury 

~tate . th~t several . excellent professors are leaving. After 
mterv1ewmg all of them, the basic ·reason seems to be 
frustration. Frustration · a~ the students for refusing to 
challenge them. Frustrat10n at the administration for 
~efusing to support them and giving them many little 
~o bs .,that ~nd up being more frustrating than the main 
Job. fh e frustrat10n at the lack of academic freedom in 
some d~partmei:its. The frustration of the rrnhending 
conservatism of the community. The frustration o f 
in_ter-faculty fi ghting, bickerin g and hate . The fru8fration 
?i a ~erson , sayi1:1g o ne t~ing_ and doing another. The 
frustrat10n o t seeing a sw1mmmg pool and new dorms 
taking precedence over classroom space. Take all o f this 
and add it up over a few years and professors 
completely ilake out seeking new and better horizons. 

There are many other professors who will jump at the . 
next opportunity to leave but due to the jo b situation 
are presently "stuck" here and when they do leave, SSC 
will be back where it started . . . a hunch of 
semi-retire_d profs who pull oiit the same yellow lecture 
notes, give the same final exams and expect students to 
take notes to be regurgitated on exams and then 
forgotten. 

However, to defin e a problem and not o ffer some sort 
of solution is to be as apathetic as the students. We 
recomm'end that more seminars he instituted in all 
departments to keep both the professor and the student 
mentally challenged. We recommend that final exams 
poli~y- he le_ft to the . individual instructor. We suggest the 
aboht10n oi petty Jobs such as fillin g out monthly 
attendance sheets .. We _suggest the end o f telling a prof 
how to teach. It he 1s not good, the students will let 
you know. The student apathy and faculty bickering is a 
much_ greater problem that can only he solved by 
flunkm g out or requesting resignations. We feel that the 
new gradin g system will take care o f the one and that 
the new Dean will ho pefull y take care of the other. With 
these changt:s, we feel that a positive situation may exist 
within the troubled minds of the faculty and students. 

The End 
It 's been a long year for the Staff of the SSC 

Informer. We have tried to publish a newspaper for th ~ 
students that emphasized the concerns of our generation . 
We have pleaded against the war, we have supported 
ecology and, believe it or not, have demanded change for 
SSC. Often, we have had to withstand the barrage of 
criticism and have had to take many lonely stands 
because_ we are liberals. We do this because we feel that 
a better world is to be had ·and that we want to see the 
"promised land" come in our life time. To the beautiful 
people that have supported us we say that maybe that 
beautiful world of peace, love and fri endship will he 
closer. To those of you who have not , we hope that 
you too will find the world you are lookin g for and 
then shake hands with us. Idealistic'? Yes! Realistic'! As 
long as people stand up for a better · world , as long as 
people scream against starvation, war and fighting, then 
there is chance. For one person tells ano ther and then 
another and the nex t thing you know, it is a movement .. 
Our goal is to seek a newer world. 

One thing that does trouble us is the enormous 
amount o f people who do not care. Not to care is a sin 
against your fe llow man and selfish. To you, we say 
learn to care and love for wi thout it the world will 
destruct itself into oblivion. We hope your summer is 
filled with this peace of kn owing that you are loved . 

Remember, we love you, Peace, 
Tom & Lynne 



Better Living Through Change 
The Residence Hall 

system at Salisbury State 
College next year will 
undergo many new changes. 
Perhaps the most familiar 
of these changes to this 
year's Residence Hall 
students ! will be m 
Choptank Hall with its 
co-educational living 
arrangements. Each lloor of 
Salisbury State College's 
newest hall will consist of 
4 clusters with 10 students 
in a cluster. Two of the 
clusters will house men 
students and two will 
house women students. The 
central meeting place on 
the iloor will be the floor 
lounge with a large and 
beautiful mam lounge on 
the first floor. The entire 
Residence Hall, rooms and 
corridors, is carpeted and 
each cluster has a 
semi-private bathroom. 
Choptank Hall will be our 
newest Residence Hall · in 
1972-1973, but it will be 
followed by an identical 
building which is presently 
beginning construction next 
to Choptank, and this new 
hall should be completed 
for the 1973-197 4 school 
year. 

Internally the halls are 
undergoing several changes. 
With the passage of the 
Reisdence Hall Ai;sociation 
Constitution on Marcil 29, 
the . men's and women's 
halls will have a combined 
government and officers 
over the entire Residence 
Hall system. It is hoped 
that the R. H. A. will 
encourage more combined 
participation among the 
halls, especially the men's 
and women's halls. The 
n e w constitution also 
provides for combined 
judicial system and it is 
seen as a vehicle to move 
toward a campus-wide 
resident student identity. 

Another- major internal 
change consi~ts of the 
move to Freshman men 
and women's halls. Studies 
at other colleges have 

· indicated that Freshman 
halls, wh e n properly 
conducted, result in fewer 
academic dismissals and a 
better orientation to college 
life. Salisbury's Freshman 
Halls next year hope to 

have individual study aids, 
counseling facilities, a 
faculty associate program, 
increased programming and 
educational facilities, as 
well as a student and 
administrative staff which is 
selected and trained for 
their work of helping 
freshmen. This change will 
result in Pocomoke Hall 
being converted to a 
Freshman women's hall 
with Wicomico Hall being 
its male complement. In 
order to ·house all the 
freshman women, the first 
tloor of Nanticoke Hall 
will consist of freshman 
women also, with 1these 
brirls still enabled to 
participate in the programs 
in Pocomoke. This summer 
these halls will be 
renovated, as they both 
receive kitchen units, 
carpeting in the corridors, 
partitions in the second 
and third floor corridors to 
reduc e noise, and 
Pocomoke receives a new 
coat of paint in its 
corridors and the nice 
touches necessary to make 
it "livable" for the women. 

The final major change 
m the Residence Hall 
system has b ee n 
accomplished gradually this 
yea·r and will reach fruition 
next year as the student 
Resident Assistant program 
has been expanded and 

· enriched. The profam 
started with three R.A. s in 
tht: halls m 1971-1972 
school year and will have 
risen to 20 R.A. 's in the 
halls in 1972 1973. 
Pocomoke Hall this year 
was the first hall to be 
completely run by R.A. 's 
and the hall government, 
and this new policy next 
year will be extended to 
both Choptank and 
Holloway Halls. Each of 
the Freshman Halls will 
have four Res iden t 
Assistants who will act as 
helping p erso ns 
e ncompassing many 
dimensions of freshman and 
college life. 
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Story With No Name 
Considerable time was 

devoted to the reevaluation 
of lon g- range campus 
d evelopment plans. It 
appears that negotiations to 
acquire the Allen property 
immediately to the South 
of the campus are nearing 
completion. 

Original plans suggested 
the construction of a 
3-tower, 10-story high-rise 
dormitory complex and 
dining hall to accommodate 
1000 students on the si te 
now occupied by the 
running track. A second 
dining hall had been 
planned to fee d the 900 
students housed in the 
ex i s tin g dormitor y 
quadrangle complex and 
th e two dormitories 
pres e ntl y und er 
construction. 

Withi-n the past year, tht,\ 
State authorities have 
decid e d that n ew 
dormitories and dining halls 
may be constructed only 
from student dormitory 
and dining hall income. It 
appeared that it might be 
impossible for the College, 
to plan and construct a 
new dining facility m 
s uffi c i e nt time to 
accommodate our need 
when the second new 
dormitory (now under 
construction) is completed. 
We have now decided to 
consider renovating the 
existing Student Union 
Building to accommodate 
all future dining needs of 
the College. We believe 
that is is possible that· this 
proje c t ca n b e 
accomplished with State 
funding and a new student 
union facility constructed 
to serve student activities. 
Present policies call for 
construction of student 
umons from the State 
College Student Union 
Construction Fund to 
which our students have 
been contributing for 
several years. It appears we 
will have sufficient funds 
on deposit riext Fall to 
proceed with architectural 
planning. . ' 

The campus master plan 
specifies a new entrance to 
the campus from Route 
13, with the new physical 

education facility to the 
south of the entry road, a 
swimming pool on the 
north, and a new 
administration building at 
its eastern end. We no 
longer see the need for a 
new administration building111 

in view of the renovation 
planned for Holloway Hall 
next year. At present, we 
plan for the inclusion of 
the new swimming pool in 
the single building which 
will house our expanded 
physical edm:ation facil ities. 1 
The facility and swimming 
pool will be locate~ on the . 
site of the existing baseball ' . 
field . The architects agree 
that the pool be located 
on the south side of the 
new structure and designed 
to afford ready access to 
an outdoor sunbathing area. 
Tentativel.y, then, the new 
entrance will have the 
physical education facility 
on the south , and on the 
north , a new student union 
building in close proximity 
to the dining hall. A new 
building will probably be 
constructed 011 the site 
planned for the 
administration building to 
house whatever functions 
are inadequately served in 
our other ca mpus 
structures. 
· We are also reconsidering 
plans for the northeast 
quadrant of the campus. 
We have asked the 
architect to submit a 
variety of designs for a 
residence complex to house 
between 800 and I 000 
students, without dining 
facilities. We have also 
suggested that these designs 
should afford sufficient 
flexibility for phased 
construction of the units 
so that the project will be 
architecturally complete and 
compatible, should we stop 
short of the projected total 
complex. 

It has been agreed that 
whatever construction plans 
are finally developed for 
the eastern side of our 
campus entrance, extensive 
I a ndscaping will be 
undertaken in an effort to 
make the eastern approach 
to the campus as attractive 
as to the west. 
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WAR POEMS by VIETNAM VETERANS 
SOMETIME AFTER BREAKFAST 

You call their attention to him, 
Then settle back to watch the show. 
The other bird descends 
While you're spun in a circle 
One hundred feet in air. 

He wore gray pajamas, 
And his hands were empty. 
He tried to melt into 
A charred pillar 
Whose ceiling was in ashes 
At his feet. 
He failed. 

. The sergeant (who would kick 
My feet to wake me) 
Beckoned to him slowly. 
He would not advance 
And the sergeant (who gave 
To others the soap his wife 
Would send him in the mail) made 
Him do two quick back rolls. 

The spinning blades 
Waved down the grass 
As the bullets 
Laid down the man. 
Thro1,1gh my padded helmet 
The sound of the tock-tock 
Spread in sluggish cadence, 
Like a jackhammer jabbering 
From the far side of a hill. 

There was a lesson in physiology: 
Bullets make you bleed very fast. 
But circling at one hundred feet 
Spares you the visions of particular fountains 
Or whatever bewildering accusations 
Went spinning off his eyes. 
Instead, you watch a glistening crimson blanket 
Roll out around him on the dirt. 

There was beer in the tents after supper, 
And through the flaps we watched 
The sunk sun splash up red upon 
The graying sky. 
The sergeant broke his swagger 
And squatted in the frame of flaps. 

1 I told him it was quite a show he did. 
He said that my sharp eyes 
Had made it possible. 

-Steven P. Smith 

NIGHT DUST-OFF 

A sound like hundreds of barbers 
1tropping furiously, increases; 
auddenly the night lights, 
flashing blades thin bodies 
into red strips 
hunched against the wind 
of a settling slickship. 

Litters clatter open, 
bands reaching 
Into the dark belly of the ship 
touch toward moans, 
they are thrust into a privy, 
feeling into wounds, 
the dark belly all wound, 
all wet screams riven limbs 
moving in the beaten night. 

-Basil T. Paquet 

COBRA PILOT 

Plastic blue eyes 
and hair 

. the color of toggle switches. 
He flies his cobra shark 
with the precision 
of a god 
or a gunfighter. 
(Hickok 
with a 38 in his armpit) 
His Nebraska smile 
is a mini-gun 
and his bowels 
are full of rockets. 
He hunts 
the Indian-gooks 
in the Wild West 
of his mind 

THE JOURNEY 

Where were you bound for, unknown man, 
wobbling along on bony legs beneath your load, 
could you not feel the blind eyes stare upon your back 
or smell the madness in the air around you'/ 

Why did you try so hard to get where you were going, 
racing the creeping night to your poor bowl of rice? 
Did you not hear the silent laughing scream behind you 
that would not wait, or listen to replies? 

The load's not heavy any more for you now, is it? 
And the journey's not as urgent now as then it seemed
for night's caught up and long since overtaken you 
and your poor bowl of rice 

-Serigo 

THE QUIET LIE 

has long ago grown cold ... 

THAP BA 

The old Cham temple of Thap Ba, 
the locals say it's a thousand years 
old, 
older than this stilted Anglo
Saxon language I use 
Older they say than the use 
of bullets, ballots, and the printing 
press 
older than the airplane and the bomb 
older than napalm 

was hit yesterday by a twenty-year-old 
helicopter pilot 
fresh from the states 
Who found it more ecstatic than 
the firing range 
for testing his guns 

-Jan Barry 

Through the dark still calmness 
Breaks light and noise; 
Windy landing, 
Plastic bags 

Lift off, 
Fade out; 
Peace returns, 
But is a lie. 

-Stan Platke 
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Father Berrigan Meets The Press 
MR. NEWMAN: Father 

Berrigan, wlwn you cantt> 
out of prison on Thursday 
you sai<l that your life 
would Le directed towards 
"survival and resistance". Is 
there something threatening 
your survival'! 

REVEREND 
BERRICAN : l think what 
1s referred to m tht, 
;wntence had a very deep 
meaning for me at tlw 
time, ard still dot,s. l 
think to survive as a 
human lwing in Am1,rica 1s 
quite a Lask these days, 
and that task grows mon, 
intense, as far as I am. 
concerrn,d, as my Ii fe goPs 
forward. 

The l wo words are 
almost hyphenated in my 
mind. I do not see how I 
could survive m another 
way than a resistive 
posture as long as the war 
continues. It seems to me 
if I were to step Lackward 
from that style, I would 
cease really to survive as a 
human being. l see the 
two as om,. 

MR. NEWMAN: You 
pr~p~se tlwn to continue 
res1stmg the war. By what 
nwans will you do it'! 

REVEREND 
BERRmAN: In the main, 
the means are going to he, 
r would think, in a 
continuum with what [ was 
doing Ldore. That is lo 
say, non-violent resistance 
for me is a tradition that 
belongs to me and that l 
wish belonged to America. 
I cannot Le any more 
precise than that. 

MR. NEWMAN: What 
about br~aking the law, 
Father Berrigan, which you 
have done in the past as 
part of the resistance'! 

REVEREND 
BERRICAN: Right. Right. 
I first of all had to pledge 
before the parole l.,oard 
that I wouldn't break the 
law. I wish that question 
was being asked a little 
more frequently of those 
in power instead of those 
who are powerless, but 
since you put it to me 
straight, I have no 
conscientious objection to 
breaking the law in a 

non-violent way, as I think 
I made clear in Catonsville. 
l think probably the time 
·for the kind of actions 
that we did then is past , 
and l think the main task 
for those coming out of 
jail now is the building of 
the community. That is tht> 
way I tend to set, it now. 

MR. FINN: I ,et mt> ask 
you whne the con fid ence 
comes, where lies the 
eon fidence that 1frdart>s the 
major institutions of our 
country illegitimate hut the 
movement itself highly 
legitimate to question those 
institutions'! 

REVERE ND 
t-mRRICAN : I would limit 
the question of legitimacy 
in government to the 
decisions of those who 
pretend to have life and 
death power over others. 
That is to say the power 
t o make limited or· 
unlimited war without even 
constitutional guaranty or 
co ns titutional approval. 
And, as far as my own 
absolut is m goes, my 
tradition t1~aches 1111, to be 
absolute about 1kath and 
life, and th ese are tfw 
ques~ions that we are 
trying lo deal wi th . 

Obviously there are going 
lo be clumsy mistak1~s in 
tactic and in language from 
time to time, but l feel 
and I would confess 
publicly that the main 
direction •of what we have 
tried to do was right. That 
direction sustained me, that 
thou ght sustained me 
throughout prison, and 
retain it undamaged by a 
very damaging prison 
experience. 

There are a few things 
that wt~ had better be 
absolute about. 

MR. FISKE: Father, 
Be rri gan , e arlier you 
indicated that you plan to 
continue resisting the war 
in a non-violent fashion, 
but in an interview almost 
a year ago from prison 
you indicated that you are 
willing to excuse the 
violence of the 
Weathermen . wonder 
does this indicate that you 
are having some second 

thou ghts about th e 
e ff ec tiv e n ess of 
non-viol ence , e ith e r 
philo so phi ca ll y or 
tactically? 

REVERE N D 
BERRIGAN: would like 
to get hack to the 
c ircumstances of that 
interview. It is almost two 
years now, actually. 
found it pro-foundly 
unuseful to stand in 
judgement of the violence 
of the Weathermen in 
those days. My objections 
in principle were well 
known and always have 
been . 

I like in discussions like 
this, as far as I can, to 
shift the emphasis from · 
what I callstrictly limited 
violence against property 
and the unlimited violenct, 
against human life wielded 
by our government, you 
know not that I am 
trying to use that as an 
excuse for small people to 
do sm.dl, evil things. I 
think I tried to make that 
·clear Loo in many many 
ways, but there is some 
difference, if wt~ can use 
an analogy, between tht~ 
violence of the Viet Cong 
and the violence of the 
United States Air Force. 
There 1s some analogy 
between those kinds o f 
qualitative differences and 
the violence that the 
Weathermen al one point 
exercised and have not 
done in quite , a while. 

MR. FISKE : What do 
you think would be the 
most effective tactics under 
the current situation for 
n ,sistin~ the war·! 

Rl~VE REND 
BERRIGAN : Again, I am 
coming into a very new 
scene. If I had a one-year 
plan , even, for changing, 
le t's say the kind of 
Ct h i Ca I f Ce Ii n gs Of 
A m e ri ca ns., l would · 
probably be some sort of 
genius and , even if I had 
that kind of formula, I 
would hesitate to give it 
out to you. 

MR. FISKE: There sc1,ms 
to be some fairly general 
ac knowledgement, Father 
Berrigan, among members 

of the . peace movement 
that the administration's 
Vietnamization program has 
thrown them into disarray 
by pursuing tht> war but 
making it a lot less visible 
to the American public. Do 
you think this is true, and 
is there anything that can 
be done to bring th e peace 
movement back togethrr 
again? 

R E V E R E N D 
BERRICAN: Again it 
seems to me you arc 
bringing up questions that 
I could answer tentatively 
within a month or two. ·1 
sti ll have to get a very 
acute sense of what has 
happened in the two years 
sincr l have been out of 
th e o rdin ary pub li c 
functioning; I don 't have 
that sense yet , except from 
reading, and that is a poor 
substi tute for being with 
people. 

O f course, 
Vie tnarnization program is 
a big word for a big 
outrage and the kind of 
transfer o f the public 
responsibility for continuing 

th e 

murd e r that . thi s 
a dministration is quite 
skilled in performing, as a 
trick be fore the public. 
What can I do except 
deplore it and express my 
outrage about it'! What is 
Lo be clone about it, I 
have to find out. 

MR. SPJV AK: Father, 
may l ask you a question? 
You have had considerable 
time ·to think over the 
whole question of what 
you did and what you 
accomplished by breaking 
the law and the burning of 
draft records. What do you 
thiwk t h at you 
acco mplished of significance 
by your act'! 

REVEREND 
B E R R l C A N : T h o s 1· 

questions arc always very 
difficult, I _guess, because l 
would co nsider them 
irrelevant, now. 

MR. SPIVAK : But you 
must have some thoughts 
of -

RE VEREND 
BERRICAN: l do not 
know how to evaluate the 

BERRIGAN cont. pg. a· 
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BERRIGAN cont. 
changes that have occurred 
in people since I have been 
in jail , for instance. I 
suspec t or I hope -- maybe 
I could put it that way -
that what we o ffered might 
become viable for others, 
not as a kind of strict 
pattern for action, hut as a 
kind of general tendency 
expressing moral concern. 
That is to say we tried to 
put, to dramatize. our 
respect and our love for 
human life , and · our 
disrespect and our disdain 
for the' kind of properly 
that was an active enemy 
and obstacle to human li fo. 

MR. SPIVAK: But now . 

REVERE ND 
BERRIGAN: We are hoping 
that principle got over. 

MR. SPIVAK: But now 
the Washington Post quotes 
you as saying, " I would 
like to affirm here my 
respect, for the law of the 
land and my habitual and 
firm d ete rminati o n 
hencefr.rth to obey the 
law. " Why did you agree 
to that, just to get out't · 

REVERE ND 
BERRIGAN: No. I agreed 
to that because that is the 
way I have always lived. 

MR. SPIVAK : But you 
did break the law. 

REVEREND 
BERRIGAN : I broke the 
law on one occasion, when 
I was forced to it by the 
lawl ess ne ss of our 
President. For 50 years 
prior to that I had kept 
the law as a matter of 
concern, as a matter of 
kind of ethical stance -
decency , justice, in public. 
If those in power would 
keep the law , we would 
have no difficulty in 
keeping the law, even with 
them exercising the kind of 
disdain for the law that 
they have. I was very late 
in breaking it -- maybe too 
late. If I am tivet to be 
judged, it is probable that 
I would be judged for 
being retarded and being 
cowardly and being too 
late in what I did . 
· MR. i sPIVAK: But why 
did you affirm your 
respect for the law which 
you broke and now you 
affirm determination to 
obey the law? 

REVERE N D 
BERRICAN : I have already 
said that this is the way I 
have lived, this is the way 
I habitually regard the law 
of the land , as long as it 
is not in opposition to the 
law of humanity and the 
law o f God, and I am 
willing to reaffirm that 
once more. I wish those in 
power would come out 
with a parallel statement 
expressing the same terms, 
but o f course they cannot, 
and they will not. 

MR. NEWMAN: On that 
point, Father Berrigan, 
actions you took may have 
provided a model or 
inspiration for actions by 
others, and particularly 
young people, which led 
them into conflict with the 
law and which may have 
led th em into prison and 
conceivably into ruined 
lives. What do you think 
about that now as you 
look back on it? 

RE V EREND 
BERRIGAN : First of all , I 
think that is a very 
heated-up overstatement of 
any thing that actually 
occurred in my experience. 
Between the two of us, 
Philip and I had a rather 
extended jail sentence, 
rather extended at least for 
this society. We never 
real ly met inside a jail or 
heard of anyone wh o had 
been ruined by our .actions. 
We met a great many 
young people who had 
been, as they say , turned 
on by them and helped by 
them, and for whom prison 
was becoming a very tough 
and firm and quick way of 
growth. As I say , the idea 
that a young person would 
go into serious resistance 
and then be broken by a 
jail experience would argue 
to something · very faulty in 
his understanding of things 
from the beginning, and I 
am · happy to say that I 
never found anyone like 
that. ' 

MR. NEWMAN: What 
form would that growth 
take in jail? 

REVEREND 
BERRIGAN: I think the 
to~ghest thing for a 
pnsoner was getting any 
sense of himself or any 
sense of his society , which 
is another way of putting 

the same thing. 
The toughest thing is the 

discovery of otht>rs in jail, 
because there is a kind of 
wr itt e n or unwritten 
agreement on the part of 
th e authoriti es .that 
prisoners are not to enter 
into any sort of, let's say , 
"community " , or any sort 
of mutual understanding or 
discussion about serious 
things, and in most of the 
prisons a very seri ous 
effort is made to keep that 
frorri happening. So part of 
that growth , without 
getting complicated about 
it was, on our part, a 
senous di ,,;c ipline abou t 
r e adin g and abo ut 
di sc ussions and about 
meditation , and an attempt 
reall y to bridge the myths 
that were keeping people 
apart on the outside and 
to make that so-call ed hard 
time into a very good and 
human time for ourselves. 

MR. NEWMAN : You 
said when you came ou t 
of Danbury on Thursday 
that you were sorry to 
leave prison in the sense 
that your fell ow prisoners 
could not come with you. 

REVEREND 
BERRIGAN: Right. 

MR. NEWMAN : Did that 
mean yo1_1 thought that 
nobody m that prison 
belonged there'! 

REVEREND 
BERRIGAN :. Right. 
Exactly. Exactly. 

MR. FINN : Father 
Berrigan , at one point you 
wrote that maybe man at 
the peak of his manhood 
is most revolutionary. Now, 
" revolutionary " is the kin<l 
of term that even President 
Nixon has borrowed. What 
do you mean by it, and 
what does it mean to be 
revolutionary in our society 
today? 

do wi th his conv1ct10n that 
one could so grow under 
the pressures of adversity 
and crisis that he could 
1 i lerally stan<l outside, 
extol, stand outside his 
own skin, regard himsel f 
with a very lucid , objective 
and critical view of where 
his life had been and 
where it was going and 
could move into that new 
self. 

MR. FINN: You can be 
a revolutionary in this 
country and habitually 
obey the law though'! 

REVEREND 
BERRICAN: I do not see 
how . 

MR. CHILDS: I would 
like to pursue this a little 
furth er, Father Berrigan . 
You have been quoted as 
saying that " the l iniversity , 
as we have known it, just 
.as the church as we have 
known it, is not going to 
survive." Do you consider 
yourself a revolutionary, 
feeling that you must bring 
down the whole structure 
of our socie ty 't 

REVEREND 
BERRIGAN: No, the 
society is doing ·quite well 
at that littl e project itself. 

MR. CHILDS: You are 
helping, aren't, you·t 

REVI<.RE ND 
BERRIGAN: Oh, I am 
more or less at the edge, 
trying to help interpret the 
debacle and trying to save 
what l can from it in 
human terms and trying to 
help others prepare for the 
alternatives that lie ahead. 
They are very obscure and _ 
very difficult and ridden 
with t e mptations to 
violence, because of its 
exercise as a habitual 
matter o f course in public 
in the structure. That is 
the way I'd put it. 

REVEREND 
BERRIGAN : This could be 
translated in all sorts of 
ways. It seems to me that 
-- I was very affected by 
reading Melrose 's letters 
from Attica recently and 
very s truck by an 
expression that he used 
that I am still trying to 
understand . He said that he 
thought revolution, properly 
_understood, was ectasy, ,i,.~-..'T2' 

which is very deep stuff. I 
thil')k it had something to 
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Dr. Erskin • • Profile 
INFORMER: The staff 

would like to congratulate · 
you on your Deanship of 
the College. You are thirty 
two years old how 
does it feel to be one of 
the youngest Deans m the 
country? 

ERSKINE: I am not too 
sure that I am one of the 
youngest. The trend today 
m higher education is 
toward younger deans and 
younger presidents; I do 
not see myself as being 
atypical. 

INFORMER: The term 
"hatchet man has been 
used around campus to, 
describe the Dean of the 
College. Rumors have it 
that you are sitting back 
and sharpening your axe. 
Would you care to 
comment on this? 

ERSKINE: I haven't 
heard any of these rumors. 
I don't see my job as 
such. The Department 
Chairmen have to be more 
active in evaluating teachers 
than they have been up to 
this point. They pass on 
their evaluations to the 
Dean and then to the 
President. The Department 
Chairmen's evaluations are 
important m determining 
promotions, tenure and pay 
increases. I see myself as 
the receiver of this 
information and a partner 
with the Department 
Chairmen. 

INFORMER: The reasons 
for some. of the younger 
faculty members' leaving 
seem to be frustration for 
not having much academic 
freedom, for baving to fill 
out monthly attendance 
forms, etc. Do you see this 
as one of the purposes of 
your job to alleviate 
some of this frustration? 

ERSKINE: There 1s not 
much you can do to do 
away with filling out 
attendance sheets and book 
orders these are 
necessary clerical types of 
work that you have to do. 
They are just as boring for 
thi: Department Chairman 
to compel this information 

and as boring for the 
President to review. 
Besides, this is not decided 
by the Dean, but by the 
outside governing boards. 
Concerning academic 
freedom students 
complain about some 
teachers giving final exams 
and some not; this has 
been college policy. If this 
is the policy of a 
particular department, ·I 
would hope that it would 
have been a departmental 
decision. Students resent 
inconstancy within 
departments where some of 
its teachers ~ive finals and 
others don t. I think 
students are entitled to 
reasons for things. If the 
department as a whole 1s 
m favor of giving finals 
then I don't think any 
member of that department 
should feel his academic 
freedom 1s being infringed 
upon. 

On the other hand, if a 
younger teacher comes to 
the Department Chairman 
for advice on how to teach 
something, he should be 
given suggestions. In my 
department, I don't give 
advice on how to teach 
because I feel when we 
hire someone we think well 
of them professionally, and 
therefore feel they are 
qualified to do the job. 
But I have the right to 
.make judgements ' about 
their job. If they have the 
freedom to do the job as 

- best they can, they should 
then be accountable for 
that job. My own stance is 
that I won't interfere with 
a teacher's methods, but I 
will judge what the results 
are. I have no knowledge 
of what is going on in 
other departments so all I 
can do 1s comment on my 
own. 

INFORMER: We have 
heard that there is quite a 
bit of inter-faculty conflict. 
What plans do you have to 
rectify this? 

ERSKINE: 
conflict 
involves 
wanting 

is 
one 
to 

If \ the 
open and 

department 
become the 

best department on campus 
-- to hire the best people, 
to use the best methods 
and to have the best 
rapport with students 
this kind of competition is 
very good. But gossiping 
and story-telling is certainly 
another kind of 
compet1tlon. I agree that 
this is a bad thing. I do 
think there is going to be 
less of it. My own attitude 
toward this kind of thing 
is that performance is what 
counts. I don't think it 
does any good to tell 
people not to criticize 
other people '.. people will 
do what they want. I 
would hope that with 
departments constantly 
improving, and faculty 
performance constantly 
improving, that there will 
be less room for this kind 
of criticism. We are adding 
new people all the time, 
some having good ideas, we 
will have a combination of 
the best traditional things 
that have been done as 
well as some new ideas 
that will come from the 
outside. Again, performance 
and duty are what count 
not personality; little 
attention will be paid to 
those ·who attack 
personalities. 

INFORMER: Dr. Erskine, 
what types of music are 
you into? 

ERSKINE: I like classical 
music and am also a great 
fan of the Mothers of 
Invention and Frank Zappa, 
this weird kind of music 
appeals to me and this 
stuff is great because it 1s 
more literary. 

INFORMER: Has a 
replacement been found yet 
for the English Department 
chairman? 

ERSKINE: We have 
advertised and are receiving 
applications and interviews. 
We have collected the 
credentials of candidates 
and every one m the 

· English department has 
seen these along with three 
students who are English 
majors. They have been 
asked to send me an 

anonymous typed 
evaluation of these people. 
ThFough this we have an 
idea who the leading 
candidates are. I wanted 
this thing to be as open 
and as democratic as 
possible so that whoever 
comes , m will have the 
support of the department. 
No one should be opposed 
to those being interviewed 
because they were 
encouraged to object 
anonymously. If they did 
not object, the new 
chairman will at least know 
that he was a consensus 
candidate and has the 
department behind him. 

INFORMER: Concerning 
the building plans of SSC 
with a new swimming pool, 
new gymnasium, new 
dorms, new athletic 
facilities -- where are the 
students going to learn, 
what about classroom 
space? 

ERSKINE: I am not 
into that part of the 
program yet; and I do not 
know how heavily the 
existing classrooms are 
being scheduled. I do know 
that some are not 
scheduled up to capacity. 
There may soon be all-day 
classes and Saturday classes. 
The other building projects 
such as dormitories and a 
physical education building 
should not conflict with 
money to be spent on 
instructional facilities; there 
is room for both. 

INFORMER: Your 
assistant, Dr. Kunde!, will 
he be working directly 
with you or will he be the 
"computer man"? 

ERSKINE: The computer 
role m his position 1s 
obviously going to be a 
time consuming one. He 
will work closely with the 
registrar. We haven't yet 
discussed what his other 
jobs will be. 1 know they 
will involve working with 
academic , programs. One of 
the best advantages of his 
appointment is that it does 
give the Dean's office a 
representative from dw 

lj::RSKIN cont. pg. 12 



Marriage contracts for 
three years has just 
recently been discussed in 
Annapolis and this may be 
an up and coming issue. 
Marriage has been a 
stressing problem of our 
society for a long time and 
now at last a tentative 
solution. Tentative because 
this could lead to the 
complete aholition of 
marriage within the next 
century. 

n~f' decline of happy 
marriages and the incline 
of divorce is phenomenal. 
Society is changing ra,pidly, 
the husband and wife roles 
have changed and no 
long,~r is then· a great m,cd . 
for marriage as in the past. 
Today wom1~n have joined 
th1, working forcc and are 
managing lo l,~ad their own 
lives independently without 
the dominance of a male. 
Th,~ wormm has finally 
come out of hi,r supression 
and she is now being 
recogni)lt'd as an equal. Tlw 
American woman has 
realized that she has the 
capacity to do more than 
cook, clean and raise 
children. Sinc1: the woman 
has emi,rg,~d in our society, 
she no longer needs a male 
to support her and he no 
l~nger needs her to pamper 
him constantly. The 
old-fashion1,d concepts of 
the husband-wife has 
changed radically and will 
continue to chancre. 

'l'h ' . h " IS IS t e point 
people changP and this is 
the catalyst that causes 
Society to change. This 
makes it very difficult for 
h~o _people to live together 
bhsslully happy for the 
rest of their lives. They 
both become involved in 
their own separate liVt~S 
t,hus growing further and 
~urther apart . until th1, gap 
1s so wide 1t cannot be 
bridged. Then follows the 
~~elin~ of guilt (especially 
1t cluldren are involved) 
and many times two 

· people will have - to live 
together comp letel y 
unhappy and miserable for 
the sake of children or 
religious reasons. The belief 
that divorce is evil 1s 

outdated and the idea that 
two peoplP can live 
together comfortably for a 
lifetime is pure fantasy. 

This is why the three 
year co ntract 1s a 
s tupendous idea. Two 
people can marry and sign 
a contract which will 
probably have to be 
renewed on·ce a yt>ar. At 
the end of a three year 
period if the couple is not 
content they simply can 
sign a paper and go their 
separate ways. If they are 
happy then they simply 
renew this contract and 
stay togP;ther f~r as long as 
they wish. It there arc 
children involved an 
agreement can be made 
and papers signed and a 
long drawn-out unpl1,asant 
court sc1•ne can he 
e liminated. With these 
contracts two people will 
not he 1,xp1•cted to live 

· together for a life time 
only if they wish to. Some 
marriages may survive 
longer without this added 
pressure of "til death do 
us part." 

The three-year marriage 
contracts can only be 
beneficial to our society 
today. I hope tht,y will 
soon reach an initial 
planning stage and be put 
into effect within the next 
five years. A typical 
wedding cerPmony of the 
future may sound like this : 
I now pronounce you man 
and wife. Come back in 
three years and we'll see 
how it worked out. -- You 
may now kiss th,~ bride! 

6 

t ·, 
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Bo~r~:~:a~~
1 

we ~J 
to often take 
for granted 

·how fr ee 
we really are. We may 
have freedom of many 
things, but more times 
than not we are hound by 
lack of freedom from 
certain _ things --- such as 
freedom from fear, freedom 
from . peer group pressure, 
freedom from moral 
judgement. 

Yes, we are judged every 
day that we live. We think 
we are free to be 
ourselves, to live our lives 
in the best fashion we can 
define for ourselves; yet we 
are bound by the shackles 
of prejudice and bias. 

To many this is 
unimportant. "Why should 
~ care what people think?'~ 
1s a common expression of 
the "individual", but all tc. 
ofkn this 1s a dream 
shattered by a society not 
so free as we had thought. 
Even in being an 
individual, you are not as 
free as you thought you 
were. 

The freedom to choose 
life · styles is, l think , the 
most basic natural freedom. 
Ethics, of course, play a 
big part here -- we have to 
loo~, ~ut for the "other 
guy m what wt> do -
but, so often, even in cases 
where ethical qualifications 
have been met, we find 
our natural freedoms 
limited. To the draft 
evader going to jail, or to 
the homosexual being 
imprisoned on a moral 
charge, where does freedom 
lie '? 

, 
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America, land of the 
free .. . Think about it! 

I find myself in a very 
nostalgic moment. I have 
been thin~ing about my 
stay al Salisbury, reflecting 
on the pa~t four years and 
wondering where the hell I 
am goinft. 

I o t en ask myself 
"Who Am I? What am i 
going to do with the rest 
of my life? " But the 
future is built · on 
foundation~ of the past. 

One thmg that bothers 
'!le about leaving is the 
fact th~t my close friends 
and I will be separated. In 
the past few weeks bonds 
have been created that 
virtually· no problem can 
destroy -- and it is these 
bonds of love that beckon 
me to stay . 

But I mus t go. 
Separ~tion from . people we 
love 1s a hard !act of life 
but my memories of man; 
great experiences will keep 
me _going. And my 
memor1es are tremendous __ 
as tremendous as a 
sincerely smiling face, or 
the touch of a hand that 
truly cares. 

So where I am going I 
really don 't know. But 
how I am getting there is 
a certainty : ~ove -- relating 
-~ understandmg -- caring. 
1hat is enough to take 
anybody anywhere they 
want lo go. 

And so to my dear 
fri_ends, ·1 can say only 
th1~: I may . never see you 
aga1_n, that 1s a potential 
~eality, Lut I will always 
leel you -- and in this way 
we will never part. 

Peace, 
Bo 

THOS. R. YOUNG, INC. 

' 
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ERSKIN cont. 
Humanities and from the 
Sciences. I e_xpect h.e will 
help me m evaluating 
programs and personnel in 
Science. He has much 
knowledge and expertise in 

·• an area in which I could 
11 benefit from. 

INFORMER: One of the 
things that I have heard a 
number of faculty members 
state is that you were 
brought here by Dr. 
Craw ford to become 
Department Chairman and 
then to go to the 
Deanship. Did you and Dr. 
Craw ford discuss the 
possi bility of the Deanship 
before you came to SSC? 

ERSKINE: This is one 
.of the most interesting 
remarks on campus. I was 
at Delaware for 6 years 
and during that time, 

President Crawford was 
there for three · years. I had 
only one hour long 
conversation with him, who 
was then serving as 
Assistant Dean. The 
substance of the 
conversation involved 
testing in freshman english. 
I went to see him because 
I was instructed to do so 
by the Dean . We talked 
for an hour and that was 
the only time I met him 
either professionally or 
socially during my six 
years at Delaware. 

We made no 
arrangements to bring me 
in as Dean. It came really 
as a bolt out of the blue. 
I was probably the mo~t 
outspoken Department 
Chairman that was in favor 
of getting a Dean outside 
of Salisbury. 

INFORMER : What are 
your impressions of the 
school newspaper? 

ERSKINE: The school 
newspaper is a great idea 
and it is being done well. 
I'm really hopeful that 
we 'II he able to get much 
more support out of the 
English department in 
terms of a Journalism 
position, which would not 
involve taking over the 
newspaper, but to create 
recruits for the paper. It 
will be an outlet for what 
they have learned. 

The big print shouts about 
tobacco taste and pleasure; the 
small print gets to the nitty 
gritty: how much tar and nico
tine each cigarette contains. ! 
Protect yourself: smoke low 
tar-and nicotine brands; bet
ter yet, don't smoke at all. 

amerlcan cancer aoclety 
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Convocation Awcirds 
SALISBURY, MD., April 

6 --- Sue Ann Wiltbank of 
Centreville, Md., and 
Jeffrey Barnes of Cheverly, 
Md., received Miss Salisbury 
State and Mr. Salisbury 
State Awards, respectively; 
to top honors at the 
Annual Salisbury State 
College Honors Convocation 
today. Awards were 
presented by Dr. Norman 
C. Crawford, Jr. , President 
of the College. 

Others re ce iving 
individual awards were: 
Richard Jenkins of 
Salisbury, Best Male 
Athlete; Mary Shoemaker 
of Annapolis, Woman 
Student Who Has 
Contributed Most to 
Women's Athletic Program; 
Deborah Carole Schisler of 
Salisbury, Anne H . 
Matthews Award; and 
Rebecca Anne Hall of 
Cockeysville, Delta Kappa 
Gamma Society Award. 

Receiving Achievement 
Key Awards were: Allen 
Lee Chambers, Salisbury; 
Carolyn Marie Davis, 
Gaithersburg; Theresa Anne 
Krensevage, Baltimore; 
Rebecca Ann e Hall, 
Cockeysville; Christine J. 
Pilsch, Baltimore; David 
Francis May, Salisbury; 
Tara Christine Tull, 
Crisfield; Dorothy Ann 
Yeatman, Salisbury; Thomas 
Edward Duncan, Pocomoke; 
and George Carroll 
Thamert, Neavitt. 

Presented with Campus 
Life Awards were: Ann 
Marie Rapp, Ellicott City; 
Nancy Jean White , 
Centreville; Sue Ann 
Wiltbank , Centreville; 
Thomas Alan Taylor, 
Wilmington, Del. ; Carol 
Diane Walk e r; Wes t 
Hyattsville ; Henry Emmett 
Martin, Belle Haven, 
Virginia; Ben Crosby 
Robbins, Pocomoke City; 
Marchan Rawlins Ball , 
Federalsburg. 

Named "to " Who's Who 
Among Students 111 

American Universities and 
Colleges" were: Marchan 
Rawlins Ball, Federalsburg; 
Jo Marie Clipp, 

Hagerstown; Dennis Michael 
Dolan, Havre de Grace; 
Melva J ean Engle, Preston: 
Linda Carol Foltz, Port 
Deposit; Rebecca Anne 

Hall, Cockeysville; Theresa 
A n ne Kr e n sevage, 
Baltimore; Gary Clayton 
Martin, Lanham; John 
Stephen Noble, Salisbury: 

Christine J ariice Pitsch, 
Baltimore; Tara Christine 
Tull, Crisfield; Nancy Jean 
White, Centreville; Sue Ann 
Wiltbank, Centreville. 

· Photo by Menken/ Seltzer . 

Get to know the two of 
~u before 1ou become 
the three of you. 
Get to know what you both really like. 

What you both really want out of life. 
Get to enjoy your freedom together until you both 

decide you want to let go of a little bit of it. 
But make it your choice. 
Research statistics show that more than half of all 

the pregnancies each year are accidental. Too many 
of them, to couples who thought they knew all about 
family planning methods. 

Get to know how the two of you don't have to 
become the three of you. 

Or the four of you. Or ... 
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George McGovern 
What makes a man or 

woman believe they are 
qualified to be· the 
President of the United 
States of America? ls it 
some sort of egomania or 
~he belief he is helping to 
improve the lot of his sick 
nation? But if a man 
wants to be President he 
·must have ideas on how to 
improve and change the 
mess we are in now. But 
as it is with all candidates 
who are trying to unseat 
the current President all 
they have lo do 1s 
comment on how to 
improve or change the 
current policy. 

Mr. McGovern is not a 
very creative man for all 
he says is just the 
c ombination of the 
thoughts- of others. He 
does, f10wever, have one 
very good point which I 
find appealing; you should 
also . It is the economic 
status of "youth". He says 
t hat the rate of 
u nemployment amon_g 
youth is 15%, which 1s 
three times the national 
average. This may seem 
meaningless in light -of the 
di re problems we are 
having with our economy, 
but he also E'lys it is a 
5 0 % increase since 
P res id ent Nixon took 
of f i ce . How would 
McGovern combat this, you 
may ask yourself? I shall 
give the answer he gave: 

" l say let us put our 
young people to work 
building a better society 
here at home. Let us offer 
them the opportunity- to 
make their own personal 
investment . in America's 
future. As President, I 
pledge to offer our young 
that opportunity and to 
spend those needed funds 
for things we need and 
which make jobs 
hospitals, drug clinics, mass 
tran sit systems and 
schools." 

George has the right 
idea, but is it a practical 
approach taking into 
account the system'? lt 
would seem like a lot of 
fancy talk and ideals, 

which is just what they 
are. His solution is one of 
an idealist not a man who 
is in touch with the 
working of a government 
entrenched in realism and 
dollar politics. Maybe he 
realizes this, and is jus,t 
trying to stir up votes with 
idealism. As prospective 
voters, this is your choice. 

Next with Mr. McGovern 
is the War. He is becoming 
boring with his line on the 
war, for it is the same as 
everyone elses '. Thep again 
how many different 
positions can there be? He 
is against the war and he 
voices his opinion as does 
everyone else against the 
present administration. But 
he does have one 
redeeming fact in his favor, 
his major effort is to have 
our Prisoners of War 
released. 

I suppose we will have 
to wait until after the 
election to see if our 
P.O.W.'s are released. For 
if McGovern is elected he 
will have our boys back 
home from the jails of the 
enemy. This is not too 
logical to me, for if the 
present administration has 
i;iot been able to have our 
men released, how can 
anyone else? But maybe 
McGovern has a plan and 
if so, to hell with the 
election and I - am quite 
correct in assuming this 
plan would be tried now 
to bring our boys home. 
For doesn't the release of 
prisoners overcome politics'? 

I have only hit upon 
two of McGovern's stands, 
but then again that is all 
he sent me. So it may be 
safe to assume he has 
other stands, they are just 
not as important as the 
two positions l sketched. 
Well, anyway, he 1s an 
honest man and has, I 
hope, honorable intentions 
with our country. But if 
there is any doubt think 
about it and vote as y_ou 
sec fit. 

Please vote _and may we 
have Peace m our life 
time. 

Black Mythi 
An interview was recently made on Salisbury's campus 

as to what white students' opinions were of the black 
r~ce."\ All types ?f _myths l~~ve been passed down through 
history ·· and 1t 1s surpnsmg how many of the white 
race have clung to despite evidence against them. Of 
course, new myths about the black race are evolved . 
everyday and here is just a few found here on our own 
campus: 

Inferior in intelligence 
The law is rhore lenient with blacks 
All black people -have rhythm 
They all look alike 
Flashy dressers 
All black people who are on welfare own big cars 
Blacks have cadillacs and live in shacks 
Black men make better lovers 
Black people are against oral sex 
Their teeth glow in the dark 
Blacks have larger genital organs 
Blacks love to eat watermelons fried chicken. 

Superstitious ' 
Black guys have nice bodies and big behinds 
Black women are either skinriy or very big 
Blacks have a lot of children 
Always "jivin" 
All black people like "soul food" 
Oversexed 
Cannot stand cold weather 
Don't burn or tan 
Have big hands, noses, feet, and ears 
Black skin color rubs off 
Family system is matriarchal 
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Academic Responsibility 
"Academic freedom" has 

long been the cry of 
virtually every faction of 
the American educational 
establishment. Students 
demand the right to 
formulate almost every 
aspect of academic lift•. 
Professors demand the right 
to teach, say and do 
whatever they please. 
Administrators as the 
overseers of the en tire 
educational process have 
the "ri~ht," or 
"responsibility ' if you 
would, to direct the 
institution in whatever way 
they see fit. 

Antiintellectualism runs 
rampant in America today. 
George Wallace sneers at 
"pointy-headed 
intellectuals'" and the 
populace cheers. Money 
from both public and 
private sources has been 
diverted to more important 
areas. Worst of all college 
graduates arc insufficiently 
trained to compete in the 
job market. Obviously 
something is wrong in 
academics. It is no longer 
producing, and it is no 
longer meeting its 
responsibility to society. 

Administrators seem rriost· 
interested in politicizing the 
entire process, in empire 
·building and appearing 
"responsive to the 

.community". Instead of 
leading, tail-chasing seems 
to be the order of the 
day. 

Professors live in tlw 
snug womb of tenure, with 
no impetus to perform. 
Any honest attempt at 
evaluation is quickly 
hooted down Ly a 
well-delineated system of 
political hacks. 
Advancement is based 
almost solely on length of 
service, political acumen, 
and research. Why should a 
professor really work at his _ 
primary job teaching -
when it means so little to 
those around him? He may 
be completely "free", but . 
with all the responsibility 
coming from inside, if the 
inside fails, he is free to 
do the same and it makes 

little difference to anyone. 
More and more young 

people are reaching the 
college level without ever 
having to extend themselves 
in any way, especially 
intellectually. When 
confronted with a four 
year extension of high 
school they yawn and 
plunge in with all , the 
enthusiasm of a dead 
mackerel. The ultimate goal 
of education is the 
diploma, which is widely 
rt\garded as a· mere union 
card. Learning is at best an 
inconvenience to be 
avoided if at all possible. 
It is a sad situation that 
sees a vast majority of the 
best people of "todays" 
generation wandering 
with out motivation or 
guidance 1n absolute 
freedom. 

Perhaps this view is too 
harsh. Perhaps it re.ally 
does not pertain lo SSC. A 

few questions will help you 
answer for yourself. With 
SSC falling quite rapidly 
from its plateau as a truly 
prestigious academic school, 
does a grading system that 
won't• allow a student to 
fail seem in order? Do 
football and building plans 
really seem that important? 
How many of our 
professors really try at 
leaching, or are interested 
in helping , you learn or 
just survive some of the 
most difficult years of 
your lives? When was tlw 
last time you really sat 
and studied without a quiz 
facing you, or spent some 
of your spare time in a 
lab, or went lo a professor 
to discuss course material'! 

You cannot just say 
"well, that's the way it 
is", because that is just the 
point. That is the way it 
is, and it can be much 
better . . Jn all our freedom 

we have gained little and 
lost much, because we also 
have freedom from 
responsibility, the 
responsibility to produce • 

· and be the creative, 
productive, responsible 
citizens 80 badly needed by 
a truly free society. 

Wh~t can be done? " 
Admittedly its hard to 
place a good college over 
poor high schools, but 
there are things that can 
be done. ·Administrators 
must reorient themselves to 
the end product to form 
reasonable, relevant, 
stringent ~urricula in fields 
where students can actually 
find jobs. Professors must 
abandon tenure, submit 
themselves to published 
evaluation by both students 
and other faculty, and get 
some real training in 
counseling. One also 
wonders if sensitivity , 
sessions might not be ' · 
worthwhile also. Students 
need to realize that their 
time in college is limited, 
and constitutes only a 
small fraction of their lives, 
but that · it shapes their 11 

entire future. Not trying 
here leads not only to not 
knowing, but is habit , , 
forming, and cannot lead 
to happiness over a 
lifetime. fn just a few 
short years you will be 
leaving SSC and you will 
enter the job market. In 
many respects the value of 
your diploma will he 
determined by what you 
do, not only for yourself, ... 
but for the school. 

If we all take the "free" 
approach, and none of us 
stand up to the ,,. 
responsibilities of education ,, 

that is demanding the 
best from students, faculty, 
and administrators our 
degrees will be useless, our 
institutions will be useless, 
and yes, we will be useless. 
A little freedom is fine, 
but now is the time for a ,,., 
little responsibility. 

Overheard: "What a woman "' 
looks for in a man today is fiscal 
fitness" 
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Last of the Great Dictators 
Recently, as an 

independent writer, I have 
received numerous 

', anomyous letters asking me 
, if I wished to conduct an 

interview with someone the 
· letters identified as "the 

last of the great dictators". 
Naturally, at first, I found 
myself rather skeptical, but 
after arrival of documented 
proof, which because of 

, government classification I 
am not free to disclose, I 

. was stirred to inquire as to 
, , why I was chosen for the 
• interview. The reply to my 

inquiry was brief, telling 
me not to ask questions, 
just to follow orders. As 
the story unfolded to me, 
I found that the letters 
had been sent by a 
represen.tative of the 
American Nazi Party. This 
aroused my journalistic 
instincts. 

Letters stopped arriving 
two months ago and I was 

,., led ,to believe that the 
whole thing was hoax, but 
last week I was instructed 
to go to New York City, 
wait on the corner of 
Hiendenburg and Bismark 
and wear a Wallace for 
President sticker on my 

• right lapel. Well, thanks to 
funds given me by this 
paper I was able to make 
the trip, 

Once m New York, I 
was met on the corner by 
two burley women, both 
about sixty to sixty-five 
years old, and without a 
word they lead me into an 
early model, big, black, 
Mercedes. A short while 

~ • later I found myself at the 
entrance of one of the 
many subway entrances in 
the city and I was told by 
one of the women (she 
spoke with a thick Prussian 
accent) to take the 5:10 
to Long Island. I bought 

.my ticket and was soon 
seated in one of the cars 
hoping that whoever I was 
supposed to meet would 
recognize me. 

Once the train started a 
small grey-haired man with 
a full beard sat down next 
to me. What happened 
next was not recorded an·d 

is based strictly on my 
notes and memory. 

Informer: Are you the 
party I was supposed to 
meet? 

A.H.: I should think so. 
Informer: When will I 

meet the man saying he is 
Adolf Hitler? 

A.H.: My dear sir ··· 
you are talking to him 
right now. 

Informer: You are Adolf 
Hitler? But you don't even 
have an accent. How do 
you explain that? , 

A.H.: I see you doubt 
my validity. You are a 
fool. First of all as to why 
I have no accent. Contrary 
to what those who believe 
that I am still alive think, 
I did not slip away to 
South America as that 
would be where they 
would expect me to go, 
but to America itself. 
Thanks to my talent for 
mimicry I easily picked up 
the American dialect, as 
confusing as it is. If you 
still doubt who I am, 
think of this. Why would I 
go to all the trouble just 
to bring · you . here? Why, · 
even the most deranged 
person would not wish to 

. take on the identity of a 
man who would gladly be 
executed by half the 
countries in the world 
without even a trial. 

Informer: But are you 
not afraid of being 
discovered because of this 
interview? After all, you 
told me, if you are Adolf 
Hitler, are you not afraid 
of arrest and possible 
execution? 

A.H.: By the time this 
interview is published we 
will have taken over again, 
anyway. The Fourth Reich 
is not far away. 

Informer: How do you 
plan to take over? 

A.H.: I am afraid I 
cannot disclose that, but 
you will see soon enough. 
I can tell you though, that 

· my forces have already 
taken over a portion of 
the country. 

Informer: Are you 
~peaking of .the United 
States when you say "the 

country"? 
A.H.: You are an ass. 

Why did they· send me an 
ass? Of course, this 
country. 

Informer: But Mr. --Ah 

A.H.: You may call me 
simply, King of the 
Ayrans. 

Informer: I see. Well, 
King of the Ayrans, just 
what part of the country 
have you taken over? After 
all, there have not been 
any reports of military 
takeovers on any of the 
major networks. 

A.H.: Central Park 
Informer: Excuse me? 
A.H.: Central Park; we 

have taken over a little 
known portion of Central 
Park, and are preparing to 
hold it for ransom. 

Informer: What part are 
you holding? 

A.H.: I will not disclose 
the exact location, but we 
are now at this time 
holding m our grasp, 
seventy-five bushes, 
twenty-eight trees, one lost 
boy scout and seven 
joggers. 

Informer: I can see 
where that sort of thing 
would delegate . great 

- bargaining power, but why 
are you ransoming these 
people and things? 

A.H.: You think it is 
easy to start a World War? 
Believe me, I know, that 
sort of thing takes capital! 

Informer: I am sorry. I 
did not really think . . . 

A.H. Of course, you did 
not. Nobody has ever 
stopped to think that 
perhaps dictators put in 8 
hour jobs just like 
everyone else. 

Informer: My apologies. 
That brings up an 
interesting point. For a 
man of your age you are 
in excellent he,alth, 
apparently. How do you 
explain that? 

A.H.: Well, I am still a 
vegetarian, and I am 
supplied with several 
Zionists to beat every day. 

Informer: Ah! Well, that 
explains it. Oh, that 
reminds me, I want to_ ask 

:• :,_. .:<1,.,,,. 

how you found your way 
to the United States? 

A.H.: Well, after I 
realized that several 
incompetent generals of 
mine had thrown the war 
into the laps of the Allies, 
I made plans to leave the 
Fatherland. As I have 
stated before, South 
America would have been 
too suspect for my escape 
so I . planned to make my 
way to the least suspect 
place of all -- America. · 
And not just anywhere 
either, but ' right into the 
heartland of this country, 
the Mid-West. 

Informer: Are you at 
liberty to tell us where m 
the Mid-West? 

A.H.: Des Moines, Iowa. 
Informer: What made 

you pick Des Moines? 
A.H.: At the time there 

was an opening for a 
garter salesman. 

Informer: Isn't that a bit. 
out of your line? I mean, 
all you have ever done is , 
work for your own 
government. 

A.H.: Yes, that is true 
to a point, but in my 
younger days I was quite 
the lady's man. Being 
honest, just through 
experience, I imagine that I 
am possibly one of the last 
great garter experts alive. 
In fact, I have · always 
considered myself a 
connoisseur in these 
matters. The arrival of 
panty hose was a black 
day for the human race. 

Informer: I can see 
where you are really upset 
about this thing. 

A.H.: Yes, that is true. 
It won't be for long 
though. My first official 
act as Master of the World 
will be to outlaw them. 

I 

I 



Dussleburg and I do not 
think there is any record 
of such a person serving 
on your staff. 

A.H.: Well, I hope not. 
Willy was not on the 
payroll, you see. He was 
independently wealthy and 
his services were all 

. voluntary. He had an 
almost human love for 
bullets, bombs and that 
sort of thing. 

By the way, could I ask 
a favor of you? 

Informer: Well, that 
depends. 

A.H.: I have already told 
you I think you are an ass 
and a fool In the 
Fourth Reich, fools and 
asses will not be tolerated. 
y OU would be WISC to 
start building favor. 

Informer: I sec what 
you mean. 

A.H.: I thought you 
would. All I require is for 
you to correspond with 
that imposter Speer and 
tell him to ignore my last 
directive. 

Informer: After you 
granted me this interview, 
it is the least I can do. 
Ah, what exactly was the 
directive? 

A.H.: I am afraid that is 
top secret. 

Informer: Surely now, 
after so much time has 
passed, it would not hurt 
to let the public m on this 
dark secret. 

A.H.: Perhaps not. Oh, 
well, it was, --- now let me 
get my mind together. Ah, 
of yes! Now I have it! 
Five pitchers of beer, three 
bottles of white wine, two 
pounds of hot sausage, 
three pounds of mild 
sausage, one large bowl of 
saurkaraut and a large loaf 
of black bread. 

Informer: I sec we arc 
ending our journey so let 
me ask you one more 
question. 

A.H.: Certainly. 
Informer: ls there 

anything else . you would 
like to say to your future 
subjects? ' 

A.H.: No. 
Informer: see. Well, 

thank you for everything. I 
am sure this interview will 
open whole new worlds for 
historians. 

And with that the doors 
to the subway opened and 

out he walked leaving me 
with one burning question 

Was Adolf Hitler really 
a bad guy? • 

Informer: Panty hose? 
·A.H.: An ass! Why did 

they send me an ass? Yes, 
panty hose! Fool! 

Informer: · Perhaps the 
King of the Aryans would 
not mind a change of 
subject? 

A.H.: I think that would 
be wise. But one last word 
on this. I like ruffles. 

Informer: On panty 
hose? 

A.H.: Ass! Fool! On 
garters, man! Garters. 

Informer: Please accept 
my apologies. Albert Speer, 
in his recent writings on 
the Third Reich said that 
you had an almost 
hypnotic power over people 
and would not have ruled 
out a pact with the devil. 
What do you you say to 
that? 

A.H.: Albert Speer? 
Never heard of him. 

Informer: But he was 
your head of munitions. 

A.H.: Whoever this 
Albert Speer is, he was not 
my head of munitions. If 
my memory serves me 
correctly, and I am sure it 
does, Willy Dussleburg was 
in, charge of munitions. 

Informer: Willy 
Dussleburg? I really do not 
think there is any record of 

A.H.: Albert Speer! Yes, 
I remember him. Why 
Speer ran the beer 
concession in the 1938 
Olympics. During the war 
he worked for the general 
staff -- we would send him 
out for sausage and 
schwapps. He was our 
delive{y boy. Head of 
munitions! My God! If 
people believe that it 1s 
really time for me to nse 
again! 

Informer: Excuse me, 
but you mentioned 
something about a Willy 
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The View From My 
Strategic Perch 

by A. K. Talbot 

The Student Union 
building at Salisbury State 
can very well be viewed as 
the "nerve center" in so 
far as the social life of 
students both on and off 
campus is concerned and if 
one takes the time to 
observe., converse with, and 
interact with the dozens of 
students and faculty who 
flow in and · out of that 
edifice he very soon senses 
t h e w a r m th , th e 
friendliness, the 
congeniality, arid the 
comradery that 
characterizes SSC. 

A most delightful 
vanta~e point from which 
to view the tremendous 
social interplay that takes 
place in the interior of the 
Student Union between 
student and student, 
between student and staff, 
and ever so often, between 
student and faculty in the 
upper t:nd of the dining 
room. From this "strategic 
perch" one commands a 
complete view of every 
foot of the area, and can 
observe during any meal 
time period, but especially 
during supper, the 
thoroughly delightful 
manner in which the young 
people enjoy their meals, 
but more importantly the 
marvelous way in which 
they enjoy each other. 

The stratification 1s 
intriguing for there are the 
couples who usually sit 
together, or in very close 

proximity, as do many of 
the athletes, male or 
female, or those. students 
who are roommates or live 
near each other in the 
dormitory, or who have 
classes together, or who are 
doing their student teaching 
during the same experience 
period, or those who just 
plain enjoy each other's 
company. Emonating from 
all of these peer groups are 
warm and sometimes 
convulsive laughter, 
good-natured leasing and 
horse-play, serious and 
often times 
''intellectual-type" . 
conversations, and of 
course, there are some who 
prefer to remain aloof 
from all that is going on 
around them and eat their 
meal in silence, no doubt 
rellecting on the events of 
the day. · 

All of this is viewed 
with considerable delight 
by the writer from his 
"strategic perch" because 
what he sees exemplified 
the genuiness that so much 
characterizes the young 
people of this generation 
and more specifically the 
student body here. at 
Salisbury State. It is the 
quality that makes them 
such a joy to teach and 
most important of all such 
a pleasure to know. 

\ 

YOUNG COUPLES 
COLOR PORTRAIT 

(2) 5X7's SPECIAL 
(2) Wallets S14.95 
PHOTO-GRAPHICS 742-9610 
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Commentaries Of The Observer 
Desirous last week of 

removing myself from the 
constant turmoil that has 
surrounded my friends the 
past few months, I 
remained at home. 
Suddenly that brave soul 
who envelops the nation 
with his services, the 
mailman, deposited a letter 
m my little box. Anxious 
to discover what news 
awaited me, I rushed out 
and immediately opened 
the envelope. To my 
delight I received a post 
from my dear old friend, 
the Reverend I. R. Scroll. 
Rev. Scroll discussed his 
views on the current state 
of that noble institution, 
the Christian Church. Here 
is the text of his letter: 

Dear Observer: During 
the past few months we 
have made a number of 
changes in our church as 
part of the new spirit of 
renewal. Brand new rugs 
have replaced the old worn 
ones around our altar. The 
old . stain-glass windows 
have been cleaned up and 
the floor is polished 

weekly. Our bingos are 
manned more 
enthusiastically · than ever. 
We have folk services for 
our young people, Latin 
services for the elderly, 
family services, and 
ecumenical services. We 
have new swing sets for 
the children, discussion 
groups for the adults and 
dances for the teenagers. If 
you will pardon the idiom, 
we have what is known as 
a really swinging chu~ch. 

About the only one who 
still complains is J. V. 
Livingston. (The reader will 
remembe,r J . V. 's caustic 
comments about some of 
the professors here 
Observ.) That boy just 
cannot or will not be 
satisfied, no matter what 
we do. For instance, he 
complains that the church 
1s more concerned with 
things than with people, 
that we are self-satisfied 
and happy to "sleep 
contentedly m our dim 
parochial shell." He says 
young people are 
disillusioned with Christian 

institutions because they 
have too often failed to 
speak out on racial issues, 
'the wars "Nations 
Sponsor", environmental 
crises, and amoral political 
leadership. He complains 
that we gaily support 
human suffering by sending 
chaplains off to encourage 
the troops but bravely 
speak out against the 
sexual mores of young 
people. He say!l our 
prayer-sessions are nothing 
more than forms of 
entertainment, and proof of 
that lies in having our 
prayers to end · the war 
televised for all to see. 

Of course, J. V. 1s not 
exactly the epitomy of 
humility and sweetness, hut 
(though I would not tell 
the dear Reverend) I must 
admit that he has raised 
several valid points. 

Yet, as I have tried to: 
reinterate so many times in 
my little articles, our own 
generation is far fr_om 
faultless. Most of us are as 
dull and self,centered as 
~any of our elders. Few 

have true intellectual 
interests, and most are 
satisfied to while away 
their time in idle 
conversation, genital or 
druggish recreation (slavery 
in the guise of liberation) 
or playing cards in the 
student union. How many 
are truly concerned about 
the plight of their 
neighbors (not of humanity 
hut of the people we 're 
stuck with every day)? 
How many are capable of 
a sense of humor or of 
loving somebody besides 
themselves? How many, . 
really, have taken the time 
to tutor a poor child or 
play with mentally 
retarded kids, or have 
comforted an emotionally 
disturbed individual, or 
have ever visited the 
elderly, alone and dying in 
our hospitals? 

The only reform that is 
really needed 1s a change 
m the moral attitudes of 
human beings; that 1s 
ourselves. When that 
happens 1s entirely up to 
us. 

' ... The Strategic Arms Limitation Talks Came To A Dramatic Conclusion Today . . . 
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Dr. Maurice Fleming - The Man -
To ask a man who has 

3 doctorates, one in 
Biology, one in Education 
and one in Law, what he 
would like to do, the 
answer is simple. To travel 
to Newfoundland, to camp 
along the Mississippi, to 
visit Alaska and to ride 
along the Pan American 
Highway is the ambition of 
Dr. Maurice Fleming, 
Professor of Education. 
Deeming himself a 
conservative democrat, Dr. 
Fleming related to us a 
philosophy that this writer 
is not accustomed to. He 
is anti-Lindsay because of 
the way New York City is 
and about the only thing 
right about Ted Kennedy is 
his view against the 
volunteer army. Yet, for 
George Wallace he is not; 
he evokes too much 
emotionalism for the 

country. Not declaring 
himself, yet not moving 
from his conservative 
staunch, Dr. Fleming 
exhibits a true patriotisr:n 
for his country that has 
been the stalwart feelings 
of the past. 

Who are we to decidt: 
what is right or wrong, he 
commentt:d wht:n asked 
about granting amnesty to 
Viet Nam war dt:sertt:rs. As 
a colonel in the Reservt:s, 
ht: has confirmed his 
notion as a child that 
regimentation is necessary 
and it is t:xhibitt:d in his 

class room today. A 
student is here to learn 
and the professor is in 
charge of the learning 
situation. 

Women have it better 
than any man has had it. 
We have broken our backs, 
shortened our lives and 
fired rifles in your defense 
-- this is his comment on 
the passage of the Women's 
Equal Rights Amendment. 
You have never had it any 
better, so enjoy yourself. 
Dr. Fleming said he was 
glad to see this change yet, 
Fleming, the man, exhibits 
the quality of the old 
Guard and staunch 
conservatism. He gives the 
impression that if you were 
weaker than he was, he 
would extend his hand 
after you took the first 
step. Students are here to 
learn. At one time football 
was a way for a colle~e to 

become known, but 
Fleming does not think so 
anymore. You get what 
you pay for is his addage. 
When asked about the 
President's Commission on 
Marijuana, he stated that 
anything that messes 
around with the central 
nervous system is not 
good. As for what is 
Paradise he comments that 
good health, peace of mind 
(which you cannot get by 
sleeping with everyone and 
later wife swapping) and a 
stable body are his grooves. 
To learn from a professor, 
or to learn from a book is 
the passion of Maurice 
Fleming. Learning is to be 
done in regimentation and 
self discipline. 

Only a man of strict self 
discipline, regimentation 
and order could achieve 
three doctorates. What is 
the u~e of three? To 

satisfy ones self quest for 
knowledge, to be able to 
learn and learn just for the 
sheer joy of it, to be able 
to see things differently •· 
such a man is Maurice. 
Fleming, a man set in hi 
ways, comfortable ana, 
happy in his position. Such 
a goal in life must be 
something. Yet the color 
of a person's skin is not 
important, but the color of ... 
his flag and uniform . . ~
black hats and white hats• 
he calls them. ,· 

Each person is an• 
individual and because he , 
hears a different drummer:• 
Fleming is viewed with'• 
some disrespect. But 
respect this man deserves, 
for he is keeping his own 
time and doing what is 
right for him even though 
the music may be 
measured far away . 

,, , 

'" 

SOUTH SALISBURY BLVD. 
10 TO 9:30 742-8EJ61 
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Spring Concert Held April 9 
Sunday,, April 9th, the variety of mus!c 'ranging ~eg~ee of ~ifficul~y in two parts. 

College Chorus presented from a selection from smgmg Handel s music, but The Madrigal Ensemble 
its Spring Conc~rt . in Handel 's Messiah to a she lacked that vitality under the direction of Mr. 
Holloway Hall Auditorium. medley of tunes from ne~essary for the full Linus M. Ellis, III, sang 
Under the direction of Dr. "Man of La Mancha." enJoyment of this piece. four numbers. Stravinsky's 
Jessie L. Fleming, the Generally speaking, the Anne Abernathy, soprano, " Pater Hoster" was 
Chorus performed a Chorus' performance was came forth with all of the excellent, but the blend 
program offering a wide well done. Diction was life and vitality in her solo and balance could have 

very aood for a group that from Haydn's "The been better in the last 
siz_e. The tone quality and Creation" that the rest of three, "Sing We and Chant 
voice blend were also good the performances were ·It", "Now is the Month of 
except that at times the lacking.. Miss Abern~thy ·Mayinf, and "The Silver 
sopranos would overpower sang with such enthusiasm ·s wan'. 
the other parts. and energy that it was The concert was brought 

Adding to the concert difficult to take eyes - and to an end with a medley 
were sever a I so I o ears - off her. Her delivery of tunes from the show 
performances effectively was natural, her rapport "Man of La Mancha". Mr. 
placed so to give the with the audience great Ellis gave a powerful and 
audience a break from and her voice clear and enthusiastic introduction on 
straight choral group beautiful. I would the pian o, but 
selections. The first of definitely consider her unfortunately the power 
these solos was given by performance the highlight and enthusiasm was not 
Elaine Howell, a soprano. of the concert. Gail Quinn, matched by the Chorus' 
Miss Howell was backed by also a soprano, presented entrance. The lack of male 
the Chorus in "Out Of the final solo with Lucy's vo ices and general 
The Depths '', and aria from "The Telephone". enthusiasm marred the 
unfortunately was not After a brief description of performance of an 
heard through a good "The Telephone", Miss otherwise nicely done 
portion of her number. Quinn proceeded to deliver arrangement. 
From what l could hear her solo with bubbliness On the whole, the 
though, s~e performed well and enthu siasm that S unday aft e rnoon 
and gave the appearance of matches her sweet voice performance was quite 
being perfectly at ease with and energetic personality. ' enjoyable. The attire of the 
her music. Contralto, Amy Two folk songs were group was colorful and lent 
Sherman, presented a sung by a trio including ·to a Spring-like atmosphere. 
recitative and aria from Denise Lesko, Amy There was only one thing I 
Handel's Messiah". She has Sherman, and Larry found missing, (with the 
a lovely voice but she did Heitmuller. The number exception of Anne 
not, I think, use it to its "Steal Away" was sung Abernathy 's solo and 
fullest advantage. Her well. However, " If We Johnny Schmolker). This 
performance of the aria "O Only Had Love" would was vitality. The music was 
Thou Who 'fellest Good have been better without sung nicely, but the 
Tidings from Zion" was the male part as it did not liveliness, energy and 
admirable considering the seem to fit with the other excitement that brings 

music alive was not there. 

•. ~ -·· Music is more than just ~ -~ reading notes off a page. It 
is putting yourself into the 
music, getting involved and 
communicating the . music 

"For the College student and his date" ·to the audience through 
sound and inner vitality. 
Perhaps if the Chorus 
would really put themselves 

The Contl. nental Cafe into their music, their 
performance would be 
more than a pleasant 

r];'7 ,JP concert, it would be a 
I ;:;7ta,r ((..,)ad musical experience. 

Main & Division St ., Salisbury. Maryland 

• • 
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Eco-tastrophe 
The end of the ocean came late in the summer of 

1979, and it came even more rapidly than the biologists 
had expected. There had been signs for more than a 
decade, commencing with the discovery in 1968 that 
DDT slows down photosynthesis in marine plant life. It 
was announced in a short paper in the technical journal, 
Science, but to ecologists it smacked of doomsday. They 
knew that all life in the sea depends on photosynthesis, 
the chemical process by which green plants bind the 
sun's energy and make it available to living things. And 
they knew that DDT and similar chlorinated 
hydrocarbons had had polluted the entire surface of the 
earth, including the sea. 

But that was only the first of many signs. There had 
been the final gasp of the whaling industry in 1973, and 
the end of the Peruvian anchovy fishery in 1975. Indeed, 
a score of other fisheries had disappeared quietly from 
over-exploitation and various eco-catastrophes by 1977. 
The term "eco-catastrophe" was coined by a California 
ecologist in 1969 to describe the most spectacular of 
man's attacks Of! the systems which sustain his life. He 
drew his inspiration from the Santa Barbara offshore oil 
disaster of that year, and from the news which spread 
.among naturalists that virtually all of the Golden State's 
seashore bird life was doomed because of chlorinated 
hydrocarbon interference with its reproduction. 
Eco-catastrophes in the sea became increasingly common 
in the early l 970's. Mysterious "blooms" of previously 
rare micro-organisms began to appear in offshore waters. 
Red tides ·· killer outbreaks of a minute single-celled 
plant ·· returned to the Florida Gulf coast and were 
sometimes accompanied by tides of other exotic hues. 

It was clear by 1975 that the entire ecology of the 
ocean . was changing. A few types of phytoplankton , were 
becoming resistant to chlorinated hydrocarbons and were • 
gaining the upper hand. Changes in the phytoplankton 
community led inevitably to changes in the community 
of zooplankton, the tiny animals which eat the 
phytoplankton. These changes were passed on · up the 
chains of life in the ocean to the herring, plaice, cod 
and tuna. As the diversity of life in the ocean 
diminished, its stability also decreased. 

Other changes had taken place by 1975. Most ocean 
fishes that returned to fresh water to breed, like the 
salmon, had become extinct, their breeding streams so 
dammed up and pollutc:<l that their powerful homing 
instinct only resulted ' in suicide. Many fishes and . 
shellfishes that bred in restricted areas along the coasts 
followed them as onshore pollution escalated. 

By 1977 the annual yield of fish from the sea was 
down to 30 million metric tons, less than one-half the 
per capita catch of a decade earlier. This helped 
malnutrition to escalate sharply in a world where an 
estimated 50 million people per year were already dying 
of starvation. The United Nations attempted to get all 
chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides banned on a 
worldwide basis, but the move was defeated by the 
United States. This opposition was generated primarily by 
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ECA Orders Control 
The Environmental Control Agency has ordered that all 

industries must equip their buildings with "reverse-action 
smokestacks" by July, 1994. These smokestacks draw 
polluted air back into the factories for purification and 
eventual re-use. The cost to each industry would be 
minimal. If these reverse-action smokestacks are used, 
scientists predict that the pollution level will be reduced 
by 48% in three years. 

Tragedy Stricken 
Howard County officials stated last week that only ten 

acres of wooded areas are ldt in the county. The city 
of Columbia has expanded so readily that is now has 
taken over three-fourths of Howard County. It is said 
that the Columbia developers are still frantically 
negotiating for that last ten acres of forest. 

And finally, Assateague Island reported yesterday that 
it had the most successful summer season of all time this 
year. Officials said they arc sure the success is due to 
the four new motels and two new amusement parks built . 
last fall. 

Crab Derby Cancelled 
Crisfield authorities announced today that the National 

Hard Crab Derby, regularly scheduled for Sept. 4-5, 
would be cancelled this year due · to their heavily oiled 
beaches. An oil tanker, one month ago today , overturned 
9 miles off the coast of Crisfield spilling thousands of 
tons of oil along Crisfield '.s beaches. Although rescue 
teams have been frantically trying to clean up, they see 
no hope in finishing tlw job by the scheduled Crab · 
Derby 's date. The residents of Crisfield are somewhat 
distressed by this year's decision hut they do admit that 
not one living crab has been reportedly i:;itt1 in the last 
month. 

U of B Given_ List 
Dear Prospective l l11iversity of Baltimore Student: 

The pollutio11 control divisio11 of the city of Baltimore 
has issued a list of required equipment for studen ts of 
all Baltimore colleges and universities. Plcas1· he sure that 
all items on the list are in 1rood working order. They art• 
1:ssential to your health a11J wdl-hein~ while you are in 
the city. No substitutions ca11 ht· mmtc. Thank Y 011. I. 
Oxygen mask. 

2. Six tank~ of oxygen (additional tanks may he 
purchased at the student center). . 

· 3. Prokctive goggles (these must be worn outsidl' at 
all times). 
' 4. Sanitary glovl's (to lw worn after entering huildinbrs 

to insure against disease carrying germs). 
We hope th(!t your years at the Universi ty o( 

Baltimore will be both educati_o11al and rnlightrning. 

\ . 
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TARGET: Environment 
1: 

1; 
:i S.S.C. Students, 

Everyone always wants 
'' to hear and to know all 

about those things that 
( affect one of the most 

~- important persons they 
' know --- themselves. Often 

' .. I hear and see students 
I, d iscussing topics such as 
1 drugs, sex, student- life, . 
• classes, ecology, the 

administration, dorm life 
and many others, but l 
rarely see more than a 
handful of these concerned 
students actually doing 
anything. One of the 
biggest reasons for this is 

' that we are often too 
' restricted or limited m 

'· ~hat we can do. 

·, 

is important in lieu of the 
S.G.S.'s present attitude 
toward o rganizational 
fundin g, 3) also paper 
drives m which the 
organization drives their 
own cars to many homes 
of people unable to bring 
their paper to the bin, yet 
willing to save the papers 
for such drives, 4) helping 
with the Colbourne pond 
clean-up (in cooperation. 
with the Environmental 
Trust), 5) affiliation with. a 
national biological honor 
soc ie ty , 6) presently 
working on • the all 
important national earth 
day recognized on April 22 
of each year, and 7) field 
trips to places of interest 
for all concerned. 

Remember when water was clean and sex was dirty? 

Nat~rally, this column 
attempts to look at the 
probl e m s 1n our 

, environment. Again, the 
question is asked, "What 
can I do?" Well, look 
around! On this campus we 
have an organization of 
students that IS doing 
something. 

If you think the Alpha 
Omega Biological Society ,. 
also known as AOBS, is 
simply another name on 

• campus, take a good look 
at this list . Within one 
semester this society has· 
established 1) its own 
constitution , 2) a collection 
bin for newspaper as part 
of its recycling efforts, 
which has already proved 
important in yet another 

, way -- providing monetary 
: a ss i s tan ce t o th e 

11 o r~~ nization which is 
stnvmg to become self 

L sufficient (believe me, this 

I• 

This is a truly concerned 
group of students, willing 
to accept some of the 
respon sibility for our 
environment ( even this 
column each month shows 
some responsibility on their 
part to report some of our 
ecological problems). 

Whether we want to 
accept it or not , the 
pr o blem s 1n o ur 
environment are affecting_ 
us. Too many cars on the 
roads mak e drivin g 
hazardous. The result is 
1 on ge r traveling time 
whenever we attempt to go 
down the street or across 
the · state . Trash on the 
roads cuts our tires, and 
breaks the windows in our 
cars. The dirt and smog 
(y es dad, even on 
Delmarva) blackens our 
windows threatening our 
lives as we drive. Open 
dumps and factories m 

Salisbury foul the air we 
breath. Lumberers carelessly 
cut the forests around us 
leaving us helpless to 
erosion, floods and the 
power of the wind. And 
look at the Student Union 
Building (I'm sure you 

· have seen and heard 
enough of that already .). 

I believe that one can 

now see that the 
opportunity is here. And if 
you think this organization 
does not have fun , take a 
good look at the pictures 
in the showcase in Devilbill 
Hall. I urge all students to 
stand up for what they 
believe in! Now 1s the 
time! 

can . 
. Any Size - Choice of 3 

Good Only At This Baskin-A 

Next Ta The Safeway . ....................................................................................... 

.. 

,1,, · - ----------

'your florist on the corner' 

DON'T FORGET VALINTINE'S DAY 

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER! 

We invite you to come in and brouse around 

Stop in and say Hi! to George & Glenn 
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Human Ecology 
Today, more than ever, 

it is important for man to 
e xamin e his 
accomplishments and his 
future. For in our day and 
age of the threats of 
nuclear war and 
overpopulation something 
must be done, and since 
man appears to be the 
highest form of life, only 
he can deal with these 
problems successfully . Man 
considers himself a civilized 
animal, yet he is an animal 
first and maybe he is 
civilized, if so, that 1s 
second. 

Being an animal, man 
has the same desires or 
"im;tincts" as any other 
animal. Of these desires, 
dominance, territorial 
ownership and sex are very 
important to him. Territory 
is a very important desire 
of man, for as Robert 
Ardrey said : 

"The desire to gain, 
maintain, and defend the 
exclusive right to a piece 
of property is an animal · 
instinct as ancient and 
powerful as sex." 

The problem is not the 
desire for territory but to 
what end man will go to 
hold on to his new-found 
possessions. To hold on to 
his territory man differs 
from other species not 
only in that: 

"In most but not all 
territorial species, defense is 
directed only against fellow 
members of the kind," 

but also he forces other 
species out of his newly 
acquired domain. Hy 
forcing other species out of 
an area, he is overtly 
destroying a careful balance 
that nature has established. 
This in itself is bad, but 
man also defends and 
conquers territory. To 
prove my point, we shall 
use a classic case, Hitler. 
He used the idea of 
"Leberstaum" to promote · 
his dreams of . conquest. 
For what person can resist 
the idea of increasing one's 
territory. Only instead of 

. an individual's desire for 

by Arnold Walter 

territory, 
dream 
territory. 
society 
important 
discuss. 

it was a society 's 
and want of 
The idea of a 

1 s anoth er 
topic I shall 

Man is a society animal, 
which believes it has been 
able to keep its personal 
freedom, but as W.C. Allee 
said : 

"Dominance in social 
animals is a universal 
instinct independent of ,, 
sex . 

It would seem no matter 
how hard we believe we 
are free, we are actually 
submissive to others. Yet 
in animals the dominant is 
always the strongest, but in 
man the strongest is not 
always the · dominant, for 
in our civilized society we 
are supposedly above 
power. But in reality the 
power is not that of an 
individual but of a 
collective entity known as 
a government . The 
government takes over the 
role of deciding what man 
has chosen to avoid. This 
avoidance factor is his 
relationship to fellow 
members of his species. He 
lets others make laws to 
force him to conform 
because he has become a 
social animal to such a 
great extent he has lost 
the power of deciding his 
own fate. 

Another of man's 
pressing problems :i8' 
over-population. Man has 
violated the equilibrium, 
which nature has set into 
being. Man is rapidly 
populating his world into 
death. Y ct this does not · 
have to be so. To stop 
this · over-population, we 
must fight one of the 
strongest institutions ever 
devised by man, Religion. 
"The submission of religion 
will enable man to put 
in to opt·ration birth control 
m easures which arc 
needed ." Another aspect of 
ovcr-popula Lion rd ates lo · 
t e rritory, for as a 
population increases, the 
need for more territory 

increases, so man under the would lead to disinterest if 
guise_ of nations attempt to one was to list the many 
expand their territory at hazards to man 's internal 
the expense of other environment. Even though 
nations. To do this War is many of these dangers are 
used and this 1s a real even if we choose to 
Malthusian concept of ignore them. But it could 
population control. But it be safe to say that many 
works no matter how of the dangers are due to . 
horrible it seems or is. man 's own neglect and 

In s t e ad of now di s r egard to fe llo w 
pro ceedin g into the members of his species and 
physiological approach, it his brothers of the animal 
would be more appropriate world , who share a 
to end the story here. It common beginning. 

Eco-tastrophe (from page 19) 
the -American petrochemical industry, operating hand in 
glove with its subsidiary , the United States Department 
of Agriculture. Together they persuaded the government 
to oppose the U.N. move -- which was not difficult since 
most Americans believed that Russia and China were 
more in need of fish products than was the U.S. The 
United Nations also attempted to get fishing nations to 
adopt. strict and enforced catch · limits to preserve 
dwindling stocks. This move was blocked by Russia , who, 
with the most modern electronic equipment, was in the 
best position to glean what was left in the sea. lt was, 
curiously, on the very day in 1977 when the Soviet 
Union announced its refusal that another ominous article 
appeared · in Science. It announced that incident solar 
radiation had been so reduced by worldwide air pollution 
that serious effects on the world 's vegetation could be 
expected. • 
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Abortion: First Hand Experience 
Just before the 4th of 

July weekend last, summer, 
I found myself in a 
irredicament "that happens 
to other chicks -· but not 
me". I was pregnant. Later 
I was to discover a 
multitude of reasons for 
SBeking an abortion. But I 
swply feel that it is wrong 
to· bring an unwanted child 
in-to this world, despite the 
circumstances surrounding 
its conception. 
'j tSo with an extreme 

amount of fear, I went 
about finding out how to 
get an abortion. The fear 
was caused by the stories 
aiout the filth and 
degradation that we have 
hr,ard all of our lives 
concerning abortion, 
abortionists and the women 
who have abortions. I was 
inJ , for a pleasant surprise. 

· The first thing I did was 
to,, see a gynecologist to 
cQnfirm the fact of my 
pff-gnancy and to determine 
the length of time since 

II 

the conception. The time 
factor is very important 
since after 15 weeks most 
physicians will not perform 
an abortion and after 12 
weeks there are more 
possibilities of 
complications. It is also 
necessary to have a 
doctor's confirmation of 
the pregnancy and the time 
factor no matter where 
you go. 

My doctor was terrific; 
he reassured me and still 
keeps me posted on the 
rate of the world 
population. He also told 
me that although I could 
get an abortion in 
Maryland, it was not 
feasible in my case. The 
reasons being that I had 
not the time to fiddle with 
the head shrinkers you 
must see here nor did I 
have the time to wait for 
the approval of the 
abortion (which I 
understand may take 
months). Another reason 

,--,.,.------------------------..... 
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was the cost which was 
quoted to me at around 
$800 to $900. He 
suggested I go to New 
York City, · where there is 
little or no wait the cost 
is much less ··· $150 where 
I went - and there is also 
no approval needed. He 
advised me to call the 
N.Y.C. Chapter of Planned 
Parenthood to find a clinic 
best suited to my needs. 

The following day I 
called the Women's Services 
Clinic which Planned 
Parenthood had 
recommended to me. Much 
to my amazement I got an 
appointment for four days 
later. At the same time, 
the receptionist told me 
what to do or not to do 
and what I needed to 
bring with me. She was 
very nice and asked no 
questions other than my 
name; this later proved to 
be the rule, not the 
exception. 

When I arrived m 
N.Y.C., the hospital was 
like no other f have ever 
seen before. Potted plants, 
regular home furnishings 
and thick carpeting created 
a very relaxed and casual 
atmosphere. This 
atmosphere was carried out 
completely by the fact that 
none of the personnel were 
uniformed with the 
exception of an occasional 
lab coat. Personnel and 
patients were referred to 
by first names. 

After a urine and blood 
test, a group of us were 
settled into a pleasant but 
small waiting room where 
we began to break the air 
of impending danger by 
becoming acquainted. 
Unbelievable as it · sounds 
we became rather close, I 
was amazed by the fact 
that none of the girls were 
from N.Y. but from as far 
away as California, Florida, 
and Montreal. 

Eventually, one by one, 
we were taken in by our 
'' advisors". They were 
registered nurses who 
explained the procedure 
and generally acted as . 

. friend and comforter. The 
advisor then prepared her 

I 

patient and stayed with her 
until the abortion itself 
was finished. 
. The actual abortion takes 
on the · average of three to 
six minutes. And the pain 
involved, in my case, was 
less than average menstrual 
cramps. (The amount of 
pain depends upon your 
ability to consciously relax 
your muscles.). Then the 
patients arc taken to small, 
gaily decorated "dorm" 
rooms filled with beds for 
resting. Again my group 
was together. After having 
no food for about three 
hours, the .receptionist 
handed out menus and we 
ordered the most bizarre 
combinations. Cokes were 
passed around and we 
compared notes and joked. 
Medications for uterine 
contractions and prevention 
of infection were given to 
us. As the discharge 
subsidt~d and pulse and 
temperatun~s wen~ okayed, 
the girls began to leave to 
go to their homes or to 
hotels. About five hours 
after we entered we were 
capable of going on about 
our business. 

As we left, we were told 
the few precautions we 
were to take ·· to see our 
gynecologist in two werks, 
to keep a daily record; of 
our temperatures and to 
avoid swimming and baths 
(but to take showers). We 
were also told that if 
anything seemed wrong we 
were to call the clinic, 
collect. 

Ten months later, I feel 
no remorse or shame for 
what I did. I still have the 
information needed to get 
in touch with this clinic 
and I have given this 
information to many girls 
who want abortions. Many 
times I have sat and talked 
with them and explained 
the entire procedure. The 
main thing is that there is 
nothing to fear and 
nothing to be ashamed of. 
Thank heavens, some 
people in this world realize 
that having an abortion is 
nothing disgraceful and 
treat you with that in 
mind. 
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Interview With ·Coach Deshon 01, 
,!" ,. ~ 

'• l 

INFORMER: Are you 
planning any changes in 
the athletic program for 
next year, such as a new 
baseball field? 

DESHON: We will have 
use of the old baseball 
field for next year, but 
after that a ne w field will 
be relocated as part of the 
new physical educational 
facility . 

INFORMER: Will you be 
recruiting baseball players 
for next fall, and what 
criteria do you use? 

DESHON: J am always 
on the look-out to recruit 
players. Most of the 
recruiting is done by mail. 
I have some friends and 
other people that I know 
who recommerrd players to 
me and I try to blanket 
the state as much as I can 
to select the best players. 

INFORMER: Th e 
Physic a l Educ ational 
Department is one of the 
most widely criticized 
departments at SSC. Why 
do you think some of the 
campus feels this way? 

DESHON : Athletics is an 
outgrowth of the school 's 
department · of Physical 
Education and Health and 
it receives a lot of 
publicity . lt is expensive to 
run a good athletic 
program, but very little 
state . funds arc used; most. 
of the monies come from 
the Student Athletic Fee. 
A program of any 
substance has to utilize 
some school time. l try to 
schedule the ~way games 
on alternate days so 
pla"yers won 't miss the 
same classes all of the 
. time. As man'y games as 
possible are planned for 
:weekends and holidays. lt 
is college policy to allow 
three cuts. It is unfair for 
a teacher to have to 
excuse a student five times 
· for sports and then to also 
have to· allow him three 
additional cuts. 

INFORMER : How 
successful do you feel the 
·intramural program is here 
at SSC? 

DESHON : The intramural 
program is good but we 
need a more extensive 
program to include more 

of th!! student population. 
INFORMER: To what 

do you accredit the 
closeness and brotherliness 
that seems to exist 
between P.E. majors? 

DESHON: The closeness 
of which the P.E. majors 

work forms a strong bond 
between them ; when theo/, 
play on teams together.;i ·· 
their common cause mak~s i 
th'em gravitate on one,. 
another. At the same timej: 
they should not separate 
. themselves from the other , 
students for they are still •,al'\• 
part o f the college. ,''\! 

INFORMER: In closing , 
do you have any remark! u 
you would like to mak~J'.J 

DESHON : The studertt ~ 
body has given excellent ". 
support to our teams. I amls 
di sapp o inte d by th :v 
inadequate sampling or ,, 
opinions with regard to d ie 
football situation and thti,~ 
amount o f misinformati011 " 
as to how football will be.1,. 
initiated. I feel that the,~; · 
institution of football will 
not only he an asset to ,·, · 
the department hut to the 
whole college community , 

She Gulls Finish Season With Loss 
The Salisbury State 

She-Gulls finished their 
basketball season last week 
losing a close game to 
Western Maryland. 'The girls 
endt\d up their regular 
season with a record of 5 
wins and 6 defeats. On 
March 2 · 4 the Varsity 
team will go to the 
Maryland Wom e n 's 
Inte r collegiate Basketball 
Tournament which is being 
hdd in Fre dt~ri ck , 
Maryland. 

The J. V. basketball 
team ended their season 
with a 4 and 4 record 
after losing to Chesapeake 
Colnmunity College, by 2 
points, on February 29 . 

With the winter sports 
ending, the spring sports 
a rc ge tting underway. 
Voll eyball , under the 
direction of Miss Hueser 
has been practicing m 
preparation of their first 
ganu, which is a scrimmage 
with Ch cs apt~ake 

Community College. The 
game will be held March 8 
at Chesapeake. The first 
home game is March 2:3 
which is a tie-match with 
Cato n sville and Anne 
Arund e l Community 
Colleges. 

Girls lacrosse started 
practice Feb. 28 with 

,about 20 girls showing up. 
This 1s the first season for 
lacrosse as a varsity sport 
here al S.S.C. Last year, 
there was a lacrosse 
interest group . which turned 

out very well as they won 
their only game 10 - 0. 
This year the team has B 
ga mes including home 
games with Community 
Coll ege o f Bal Limon:, 
Frostburg and Essex. if 
you have never Sl't'n girls 
lacrosse played Lefore, 
come out and support the 
team. lt 1s different from 
any sport you have ever 
seen. Then you will sec 
why lacrosse has • bc1,n 
called " tilt' fastest game on 
two feet" , 

Baseball Summary 
. The season began with a 

southern trip lo North and 
South Carolina which gave 
the team a chanct· lo 
encounter some very good 
ball clubs under some . very 
good weather conditions 
(being from the high 60's 
to low B0's). The learn 
returned from a tiring 

week with a disappointing 
record of two wins and 
four loS;\cs. 

Thl' homl' st'ason · was 
opened with four straight 
wins and then went on lo 
loose six before winning a 
d o ubl e hiller against 
Philadelphia Bible. So far 

BASEBALL cont. pg. 34 
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.How The End Can Be A Beginning 
• 

Two people date and 
eventually they go steady. 

, They are with each other 
·. every available minute 

breathe, eat, and drink 
together; They become 
totally dependent on each 

' other and find they cannot 
live their own separate lives 

their lives become 
intertwined. The result ·· a 
rut which everyone has 

' fallen into at some time or 
another. Sooner or later, 
,one party realizes the 
situation that he or she 

, has fallen into and 

( 

desperately wants to change 
it. It is about this time 
th ey re-examin e the 
relationship and find that 
it was built entirely on 
security and now they 
want out. Independence 
becomes very important 
and so do other interests 
left by the wayside during 
the affair. Now the crucial 
problem ·· How does one 
terminate a serious 
relationship? First they 
must prepare themselves for 
a new type of life ·· lots 
of free time that was once 
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spent with the former 
companion. They must be 
sure that they are stable 
enough to stand on their 
own two feet without their 
companion -- their former 
security blanket. After this 
has been firmly established 

understanding and 
perserverance are needed 
next. A lengthy talk should 
be held explaining the 
circumstances. Understand 
the other parties feelings 
and try to see and accept 
their reactions no matter 
how irrational they ,may 
be. Then be prepared for 
the melodrama that is 
involved in all break-ups -· 
the tears, the pain, the 
agony, the idle threats, . etc. 
It is at this point 
perserverance comes in 
stick by your decision 
although it will be hard 
for awhile. Loneliness and 
depression will set in until 
you can establish yourself 
and gathe r yourself 
together. You may see 

each other and be tempted 
to end your momentary 
loneliness, but be strong 
and remember why you 
originally broke up. Harden 
yourself against any rumors 
or gossip and remember 
you are free and have a 
whole life ahead of you. 
Life is full of upsets and 
that break up may 
eliminate future ones! 

BASEBALL cont. 
it seems that when the 
team· has played well, it 
has been very well; and 
when they have played 
po orly, it has been 
disgusting. Hopefully they 
will now continue with 
their winning streak and go 

. on to win the next eleven 
games to end up with a 
fine winning season. 

Winning two conference 
games, they have eight left 
to play, so they have an 
excellent chance to win the 
Delaware Valley Conference 
Championr;;hip. 
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Crabby Appleton Review 
On March 9, 1972 

Second Nature, Crabby 
Appleton and Mitch Ryder 
and Detroit performed on 
the stage of Holloway Hall 
Auditorium. They got off 
to a great start since one 
of the bands was late and 
the first show originally 
scheduled at 7:30 did not 
start until 9 : 15. The 
second show finally started 
at 11 :30, while a medium · 
sized . c rowd awaited. 
Second Nature started off 
the evening announced by 
an M.C. whom would have 
been more appros for a 
kiddie program - a definite 

Captain Kangaroo type. 
This in itself may have 
been the downfall of 
Second Nature and Crabby 
Appleton. They perhaps 
would have had much 
more appeal with the 
bubbl e-gum , kool-aid, 
mick ey mouse flower 
children - generally known 
as the teeny-bopper. Their 
music was far from flawless 
and their lyrics were 
definitely sing-songy. Their 
form of entertainment was 
not unique and many times 
they looked defiantly into 
the audience expecting 
some tesponse. However 

David Harris Lectures 
David Harris visited 

Salisbury's campus on 
February 21 for a most 
informative lecture. His 
.lecture was comprised of 
an hour of pblicies of 
economics, foreign affairs 
and anecdotes of his 
ex~eriences in prM>on. His 
radical views were aH 
backed up by solid facts 
and during the question 
a nswer sessio n that 
followed his lecture, there 
was not a- question that he 
could not handle. His views 
though completely idealistic 
were handled realistically 
through his lecture and 
some were convinced 
afterwards that there was a 
chance that they could _be 
put to use. He feels the 
country should divide its 
wealth evenly and that the 
expenditures for the war 
should be completely cut 
off and put to good use 
within the country. The 
prison systems should be 
changed as well as many 
laws regarding drugs, theft 
and murder. According lo 
David Harris no crime is 
c ommi t ted by the 
American public that isn't 
committed everyday by the 
American (;ovl:'rnmcnt. For 
instance killing as in war, 
theft as in taking natural 
resou recs from other 
countries. He fed s that 
heroin should be so ld 
legally at its retail price 

which is very inexpensive 
m order to prevent all 
crime that is connected 
with it's . possession. He also 
s tr e s s ed that th e 
~ove~nment should not 
1mpr1son a drug addict 
because it does more harm 
than good and the 
go v e rnm e nt is n o t 
responsible for any harm 
that an individual desires 
to bring to himself. 

Illegality Of N.Y . . 
Term papers 
Sought 

NEW YORK, N.Y. (CPS) 
The State Attorney 

General of New York has 
filed suit to prevcn t the 
sale of term papers to 
hundreds of students, some 
of them in Ivy League 
colleges and universities. 

The unprecedented suit, 
filed in the New York 
State Supreme Court by 
Attorney General Louis J. 
Lelkowitz, seeks to enjoin 
one Kathleen Saksniit from 
conducting a term paper 
business on the grounds 
that she aided and abetted 
the studei1 ts in fraud. 

Ms. Saksniit 's business, 
which operates under the 
names of New York City 
T e rmpapers , · Inc., or 
Termpaper Unlimited o f 
New York, has grossed 
over $:35,000 sinct>· Nov. .1. 

both bands fail ed to stir 
up any real excitement so 
apparently both bands were 
lacking. Crabby Appleton 's 
lead singer Crabby (I 
suppose) crooked out 
words that had no 
relevance to anyone over 
12 and expected a college 
audience to buy them. 
When they did not, he 
tried harder by shaking his 
wavy locks and moving 
about grotesquely to show 
off his feather trimmed 
studded pants. By the time 
Mitch Ryder appeared the 
audience was thoroughly 

disgusted and felt that they 
could only be bettr,r. 
Finally at 12: 30, t h_ey 
appeared and were 1an 
improvement but still rlot 
exactly stupendous. Their 
music was still very mu~h 
bubble gum style, but they 
did perform it wi th a fo t 
mo re zest than t11t' 

previous bands. Finally the 
audience reached its climax 
and a few felt motivalt'd 
enough to dance. The 
concert finally ended al 
1 :45 and most left a little 
relieved that it was finally 
over. 
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Men Sharing Center Fold-Out 
Just the other day a 

poll was taken on a local 
radio station on the 
controversy as to whether 
the male should appear in 

,the nude in the female 
magazine. The result was 
5 - yes and 46 - no. 

... J. . 

Cosmopolitan magazine 
• " ID a d e t h e i n i ti a I 

breakthrough by exposing 
Burt Reynolds as their 
center fold-out. However 
many . were disappointed as 
they quickly flipped to the 
fold-out only to find a 
partially exposed body. 
Why is it that the male 
body cannot be exposed 
while the \YOmen 's body 
has been exposed and 
exploited for years? The 
men have their own 
magazines and are provided 
with loads of girlie shots 
so why does our society 
ban the nude male. 
Certainly society has 

The l,eggy Lad above appeared as the nude cen· 
terfold star in April edition of the other COSMO 
(published in England). Paul du Feu, 36, once mar
ried (for three scrappy weeks) to feminist Germaine 
Greer, digs being a pinup: "You're at the clothes-off 
stage with thousands of birds straightaway." 

matured enough to realize 
that women like to look at 
male bodies just as mal!!s 
like looking at the female 
body. The human male 
body contains many 
elements of beauty just as 

the female one does. The 
male anatomy was deeply 
appreciated during the early 
Greek and Roman times 
since most of the statues 
were male. The female's 
role is constantly changing 

' ~. 
Yes,there are a lot of 

good reasons for wonien '. I 

., 
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to quit snioking. 

Fmdyours. 
( ) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me furious. Whoever made 
that up knows where the money is-fewer women than men are 
quitting. But they won't get rich over my dead body. 
( ) I want to be a teacher. How can I discourage kids from 
smoking when I smoke'? 
( ) I know my father's been trying to quit. How can he with 
me still puffing away'? 
( ) I want to wake up feeling fresh and clean again. I've had it 
with nicotine hang-over in the mornings. 
( ) The thing that appeals to me most is: If you quit for good, 
in most cases it can be as if you never smoked. 
( ) Somewhere in the back of my head I've been nursing the 
illusion that smoking is really only dangerous for men. I've just 
seen the latest statistics. The death rate for women who smoke 
is more than 20% higher than for women who don't. We've come· a 
long way baby, but I'm not going any further. 

but s h e s till i s 
discriminated against. 
Society still assigns her the 
role of the sweet young 
thing whose only major 
role is to · marry , have 
children and satisfy her 
hu s band 's sex drives. 
However, much lo our 
society 's dismay, the female 
does have her own sex 
drives and many times her 
husband or lover may not 
satisfy her. She does look 
at other men lustfully and 
every once in a while likes 
looking at a nice 
well-proportioned male 
body besides that of her 
husband or lover. The 
phenomenal step has been 
taken by the Cosmopolitan 
magazine. It should have 
been taken long ago but 
within a decade the whole 
co n cept will probably 
change. It may be quite 
commonplace within the 
nex t 10 years to pick up a 
copy of Ladie's Home 
.J ournal and find a nude 
shot of a star or even a 
politician! 
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Ireland For The Irish 
Is it possible to live in a 

country 400 years and not 
become part of that· 
country? It is in Ireland! 
Today one million of the 
million and a half people 
in , the six countries in the 
north-east section of 
Ireland say they are not 
Irish, but British. Why? 
Insecurity. They are afraid 
they will get what they 
gave, if the status quo is 
not maintained. 'As far 
back as 1450, these people 
were referred to as "those 
witty Irishmen" in England, 
but in Ireland, they were 
referred to as "those 
blinkety blank Englishmen." 
This in itself must have 
done something to their 
egos. 

William Fay, the late 
Irish Ambassador to the 
United States once said, 
"They (the foreigners) were 
planted and all came up 
green except those in the 
six north-east counties." 
How did this happen? 
"The Flight of the Earls" 
(1607) was an excuse for 
James VI of Scotland who 
was also James I of 
England to. give the clan 
lands of the North to 
Scotch and English settlers. 
These lands never belonged 
to the Irish chieftains, who 
were chosen by election. 
From time immemorial the 
lands belonged to the 
clans. Yet James did not 
take this into consideration. 
The Scotch and English, 
called "Planters" and 
"Undertakers" among the 
Irish, were forbidden to 
mingle in any way 
what-so-ever with the Irish. 
Reid ("History of Irish 
Presbyterians"), one of 
their descendants, says, 
"Among those whom divine 
Providence did send to 
Ireland . . . the most part 
were such as either poverty 
or scandalous lives did force 
them hither." And Stewart, 
another writer, son of a 
Presbyterian Minister writes, 
"From Scotland came 
many and from England 
not a few, yet all of them 
generally the scum of both 
nations, who from debt, or 

breaking, or fleeing justice, 
or seeking shelter, came 
hither hoping to be 
without fear of man's 
justice." Yet in succeeding 
generations not a few of 
the descendants of these 
"Planters" and 
"Undertakers" broke the 
mold to live and die for 
Ireland. 

It is the irony of history 
that Republicanism was 
born m the North, that 
the first Irish Volunteer 
(Rody McCorley) to die 
(1798) for Ireland was a 
Presbyterian. Theobald _ 
Wolfe Tone and Samuel 
Neilson (both Protestants) 
founded the Society of 
United Irishmen in Belfast 
in 1791. The object was 

' the unification of all 
Irishmen founded on the · 
principles of civil, political 
and religious liberty and to 
break the connection with 
England. All over Ireland, 
Protestants and Catholics 
flocked to the cause. They 
received help from France, 
but not enough. The 
Insurrection of 1798 was 
suppressed; most of the 
leaders, hanged; the rank 
and file, butchered; and 
Ireland lay prostrate to 
await yet another to fight 
and die for Ireland. 

To lay 'Ireland flat was 
always the aim of the 
English government. There 
was many a general from 
the armies of Henry II 
(1172) on . up to General 
Maxwell (1916) who went 
home to England saying, "I 
have solved the Irish 
Question." But, in Ireland 
there was always a 
Blacksmith, a Schoolmaster, 
or someone "that preserved 
to the next generation even 
to the second next that 
spark of fire that they , 
themselves had received in 
the self-same manner." And 
so it went from generation 
to generation --- Ireland up, 
then down. Then came the 
culmination of all the 
Risings, the Rising of 
1916. 

The Leaders of the 19 J 6 
Rising declared Ireland .a 
Republic. To re-awaken 

Ireland, they thought it 
necessary to die for her. 
General Maxwell played 
right into 'their hands. He 
had them shot and their 
bodies thrown into a lime 
pit. From their blood, 
Ireland arose to fight her 
war of independence. 

The Irish people in the 
1918 plebiscite voted 83% 
for a Republic. Then in 
1920, the British 
Parliament for her own 
personal and selfish reasons 
passed into law the 
Government of Ireland Act 
making the six counties 
into the Province of 
Northern Ireland. This was 
done without one single 
vote of any representative 
from Ireland, Protestant or 
Catholic. 

In this 3rd quarter of 
the 20th century, the 
world has grown small; 
television has given 
concrete evidence of what 
has been going on in the 

six counties and Britain· 
wan ts to enter the 
Common Market. The 
British government could 
do nothing else, but take 
over direct rule of the 
Province. Now, the "most 
terrified people are the 
well-to-do Protestants, some 
of whom have lived in 
Ireland for more than 300 
years as a class of colonial 
overlords." Their day has 
ended. The "old provencial 
parliamentary regime, the 
instrument of Protestant 
hegemony, is dead." 

However, the Protestants 
in the six counties are a 
canny crew. From 
necessity, they will make a 
deal with Dublin. A new 
constitution to accomodate 
all the people will be 
written and Ireland once , 
again will take her place 
among the nations of the 
earth. This will not happen 
in the writer's lifetime but . 
happen it will. 
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Sex Course ( cont. from pg. 1) process are the reasons 
endorsement from the behind the course. Citing 
Student (;overnment the need for an adept 
Association. course that covers all four 

Dr. Norman Crawford, aspects by qualified 
President of Salisbury State instructors that arc experts 
College gave his fut) in their field, McLaughlin 
support for the course, if stated that. he was hopeful 
the academic council that the course would pass 
recommends it. He felt the academic council. 
that it would be popular McLaughlin also related 
due to its relevance. that this was the first time 

Crawford related that that a course had been 
instructional methods introduced by the students. 
should be devised to 
handle a large enrollment 
and , be well planned, 
having sufficient academic 
content. 

· Crawford also announced 
the beginning of a lecture 
series to be coordinated by 
Dr. Robert McBrien, Head 
of Counseling. The lecture 
series would cover such 
things as alcoholism, sexual 
problems, · to be discussed 
by experts in the field. 

Tom McLaughlin, Editor 
of the Informer, stated 
that the fact that Vencral 
Disease is now the nation's 
number one communicable 
disease and that sexual 
frustrations and hang-ups 
affecting the learning 

Dr. Albert Goodwin 
cited that his refusal to get 
involved with petty politics 
may have been the cause 
of his dismissal. Goodwin 
stated that he was not 
active in politics and felt 
that the job of a teacher 
was to be in the classrpom 
and not worring about 
political activities. 

Mr. Robert Von der 
Ohe, acting department 
chairman, stated that the 
late A. L. Flemming had 
decided not to renew Mr. 
Goodwin's contract on the 
bases of student evaluation 
forms, and was dissatisfied 
with his teaching methods. 



As I pursue the subject 
of this address, some of 
you, perhaps most of you 
of a certain age, wi ll be 
disappointed. Why you 
should surmise that an 
ex-coll ege president, hardly 
an inflammatory youth , 
should fl atter hi mself that 
he can be " hep" about 
love be fo re such an erudite 
audience 1s evidence that 
your hopes exceed your 
wordly experience. 

l don 't propose to talk 
about love between the 
sexes-or l shall do so only 
by indirection . Nor about 
romantic love, unless again 
by indirection . From your 
point of vie w, it may be 
that I won 't talk about 
love at all. ln the presence 
o f o ur fa culty in 
philosophy, I don 't dare to 
say I shall talk about 
platonic love, fo r l 'm not 
sure I kn ow what that is. 

l wish to talk abou t 
love as an attitude-a 
disposition o f the heart 
and mind which has 
implications fo r your entire 
li fe -"entire" in the sense of 
depth as well as duration. 
If you have t hat 
disposi tion, or if you can 
attain it, your life will be 
immeasurably richer. Wi th 
it you may write summa 
cum laude after your 
name, whether or not you 
make As or Cs or have a 
college education at all. 

" What is it to love but' 
to escape the prison bars 
o f one's ego, to become as 
it were _selfless by losing 
one's own identity in that 
o f another? It is not only 
or merely an affair o f the 
emotions, but of the 
imagination. J ohn Doe 
meets Jane Smith , and a 
s park kindl es, a n 
acquaintance becomes an 
affinity, mutual tastes arc 
explored, each is desolate 
in the absence o f the 
other, until the walls o f 
the ego melt and two 
identities become as one. 
You recognize, I am sure, 
that I describe an ideal 
situation. The ego is not 

Of Love 
by Dean Gibson . 

so easil y fractured, the 
imaginative and emotional 
identi fi cation not so readily 
achieved, as my words 
might suggest. The marriage 
o f true minds is rare. Wh at 
makes it rare 1s the 
s t u bbo rn , obstre perous 
demand of the ego, the 
innate selfishness which 
commands the imagination 
and controls the character 
of most of our species. Of 
course, there 1s another 
variety o f what 1s called 
love (if it dese rves the 
name) which 1s sel fi sh, 
possessive, concerned with 
the bending and conquest 
o f another persoll, another 
person al ity, to its o wn 
uses, its own unyielding 
ego. Most love, as worldly 
experience testifies, 1s a 
blend of selfishness and 
un selfishness. ln other 
words, it 1s fa llible, like 
hu man nature. 

There 1s a far wider 
dimension to this pro blem. 
as men and women, as 
husbands and wives, as 
parents, as neighbors, even 
as . .workers . at a pro fession 
or a trade, our success is 
continually frustrated and 
handicapped by the wall of 
our sel fi sh ego. Like the 
hermit crab we protect 
ourselves by a shell into 
w h ic h we ins t antl y 
withdraw at a threat to 
our security-not so much 
to physical as to emotional 
security . We t ry to mold 
our spouses and our 
children into our own 
image, we fearfully retreat 
or erect barriers when our 
bu s i ness co mp e t it o rs 
challenge our superiority, 
our ego. ln so doing we 
ac tu a ll y diminish our 
creative potential. 

For love 1s a · creative 
impulse. The ultimate of 
love of the sexes ,1s the 
creation o f another person, 
a living soul distinct from 
1 t s creators, with a 
personality of its own. lt 
may resembly its parents, 
usually does, but it 1s not 
they, it 1s a new creation, 
an individual entity. 

'fhe impulse towards 
identification of one's self 
with other people, with 
things, with ideas, an 
imaginative impulse devoid 
of the sex urge, is also 
creative, may be creative m 
the highest artistic sense. 
In the letters o f John 
Keats, which I commend 
to your attention, certain 
passages spotlight with 
a stonishing clarity the 
relevance of this empathic 
mood to artistic creation. 

" As to the poetical 
c h a ra c ter itself," says 
Keats, " it 1s not its self-it 
has no self-it 1s everything 
and nothing-It has no 
character-it enjoys light and 
shade; it lives m gusto , be 
it foul or fair , high or 
lo w, rich or poor, mean or 
elevated A Poet is the 
m os t unp oe ti c al of 
a n y thing m exist ence; 
b ec au se he has no 
identity-he 1s continually 
informing-and filling some 
other Body When I 
am m a room with People 
if I ever am free from 
specul ating on creations of · 
my own brain, then not 
myself goes home to 
myself : but the identity o f 
every one m the room 
begins to press upon me 
that l am m a very little 
time annihilated-not only 
among men ; 
the same m 
children." 

it would be 
a Nur~ery of 

An ~ther time Keats 
casually wrote, " if a 
Sparro w came before my 
window ·] take part m its 
existence and pick up the 
gravel. " Of a painting by 
Be njamin Wes t , h e 
obse rve d : "lt 1s a 
wonderful picture when 
West 's age 1s considered. 
But there 1s nothing to be 
intense upon ; no women 
one feels mad to kiss, no 
face swelling into reality ." 

It was this line of 
thought and feeling that 
led Keats to conclude that 
the greatest of all poets 
was Shakespeare-who so 
supremely possessed this 
pow e r o f i mabrinative 
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id e ntification with his 
creations that his own 
p ersonality remains an , 
eternal enigma. He left 
over 100,000 lines of 
poetic drama, created an 
µnparall eled variety of 
characters ; and yet they 
exist independent of their 
creator as if he had 
disappeared m the process 
of giving them life. 

Of course, we can 't all . 
be poets or creative artists. 
A major obstacle 1s that 
we don 't have the technical 
equipment-the vocabulary,: 
the painter 's skill, the , 
ability to capture m verse'. 
or paint or stone the 
artistic v1s1on . Chiefly ; 
however, what we lack 1s 
the VISIOn itself, the·' 
imaginative power to lose 
oneself m a landscape, a 
creature, an emotion-packed 
idea. The shutters of the 
.self will not open ; we are ' 
self-immured, often bored 
with what we call our 
narrow world. Narrow, 
indeed! Who makes it 
narrow? Much of what 
pa sses for arti s tic · 
production today is limited 
by the obsession of the 
artist with his own 
p e rsonality , his own 
autobio1,,rraphy. All he can 
create 1s himself, variations 
on himself. That is why, it 
has been said, the promise 
of so many brilliant first 
nov e l s 1s n e v e r 
fulfilled -havin g quickly 
exhausted his matnial, 
himself, the writer has no 
more to say . 

But the principle which 
Keats recobrnized is of · 
~alue not only to the ' 
creative artist. As I have ' 
earlier suggested, the power 
of imaginative identification 
with the world outside 
ourselves 1s a key to . 
understanding that world m 
all its immense and 
fascinating variety . "Very i 
few men, " said Keats, 
"have ever . arrived at a 
complete disinterestedness 
(uninlluenced by personal • 
or selfish interest) of mind: . 

Continued Next Page ' 
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" ' very few have been 
influenced by a pure desire 
for the benefit of others-in 
the greater part of the 
benefactors to humanity 

'1; ' ome meretricious motive 
ha s s ulli ed their 

. • ·: 1 greatness-some melodramatic 
· · • •1soenery has fascinated 

·~ them-from the manner m 
· "•:• which I feel Haslam 's 

,.,, misfortune 1 perceive how 
' 0 far I am from any humble 

'.I,, s t a n d a r d o f 
1 "1:lisinterestedness. Yet this 
/''feeling ought to be carried 
. ' ; o its highest pitch as 

' 1 here is ' no fear of its 
"< everyinjuring Society-which 
" 1lt would do I fear pushed 
,.<to an extremity-For in wild 
<''nature the' Hawk would 
· ,;Jose his breakfast of 
"'Robins and the Robin of 
' 1his worms-the Lion must 

- "starve as well as the 
swallow. The greater part 

· -'of Men make their way 
··with th e s am e 
:' 'irtstinctiveness, the same 
'.1,unwandering eye from their 
~· purposes, the same animal 

· ·"eagerness as the Hawk. The 
·•. Hawk wants a mate, so 

"does Man-look at , them 
•11:Joth, they se t about it and 
,' procure one m the same 

manner. They want both a 
est and they both set 

,I about one m the same 
! manner-they get their food 

•I in the same manner. The 
1 noble animal Man for his 

,ll amusement smokes his 
' pipe-the Hawk balances 
I about the clouds-that is the 
I only difference of their 
If eisures . " 
1 Imaginative identification 
:. . . Can this gift be 
lcultivated '? ] believe that it 
lean be, though more 
:difficult for some than for 
1others, best done early 
jthan late. Sm~II c~ildren, 
lfor example, · fmd 1t easy 
and natural, but the power-

n exe rci se d tends to 
trophy as we grow older 

:,md as the conventional 
~erceptions of the material 
world dominat e our 
butlook. But none o f us is 
~cvoid of imagination and 
feeling. Like a taste for 
aw oysters, they can be 

cultivated by use. 
: · And the cultivation , the 
hurturing of these faculties 
Is the key to the summa 
cum laude which 1 said at 
the outset you could earn . 
I 
I . 

To reduce the label to its 
commonest application , 
these faculties are your 
open sesame to intellectual 
attainment, even to mere 
academic success. The 
effort of the imagina_ti_on 
to read with sens1t1ve 
understanding-whether your 
reading be n history or 
literature or · chemistry or 
mathematics. What we 
co nv e ntionall y c all 
concentration-what is it but 
a loss o f self m an 
endeavor to comprehend 
the meaning of a problem, 
a poem, an effort to feel 
your way imaginatively into 
another man 's mind? lt is 
an effort to understand not 
merely what a man said 
but what he meant-for the 
two are not necessarily the 
same. 

Tiger, Ti_ge r, bur~ing . br!ght. 
ln the forest of the night-· 

The important thing about 
those lines of William 
Blake 1s not what he 
said-after all, he said what 
those ten words say-but 
what did he mean. To 
know that calls for a 
strenuous exertion of the 
mind, the imagination, the 
emotions. ln effect, you 
must feel your way into 
an understanding of this 
man William Blake, of his 
view of the world. Summa 
cum laude. 

There is a vast difference 
between this power of 
imagination and other 
intellectual gi fts which may 
also lead to ,academic and 
oth er distinction . The 
possession of what is called 
a photographic memory 
("total recall ") 1s an 
enviable thing ; we sec it 
on the G. E. College Bowl 
every winter. lt too usually 
leads to college honors. 
Qualitatively, however, the 
depth of the one as 
compared to the facility of 
the other permits no 
comparison. It 1s the 
difference between a hawk 
and a handsaw: 

Not unrel ated, though 
the other side of the coin, 
1s the story o f the college 
brirl who had to prepare a 
r ev iew o f So merse t 
Maugham's great novel, Of 
Human Bondage. She could 
find nothing good _ _ in it, 

nothing at all . Her 
professor was puzzled by 
the vigor of her antipathy, 
and qu es tion e d h er 
extensively. The clue to 
her reaction, he finally 
realized, was that her name 
was Mildr e d . Th e 
unpleasant, selfish creature 
in the book who dominates 
the hero 's life 1s also 
Mildred. The college girl's 
imp erfec t identification 
with Maugham's creation 
colored the justice of her 
critical appraisal of the 
entire novel. She had failed 
to escape from herself, the 
limitations of her self. 

In the social millieu of 
this campus where you will 
live these next few months 
or years you will have 
extensive opportunity to 
exercise and thereby to 
cultivate your imagination 
and your feelings, not only 
m your studies. This is· 
your little world, inhabited 
by a fascinating variety of 
people-from the maid who 
sweeps your corridor, and 
your roommate and 
neighbors m the dormitory, 
to th e faculty 
members-and, yes, the 
mysterious " they ", the 
administration. 

Whether or not you 
make the most of your 
opportunities, academic and 
social, here or elsewhere, 
d e pend s on your 
sympathetic id1,ntification 
with problems and people 
outside yourself-the effort 
to und e rstand . To 
understand not m order to 
condemn or to judge or to 
classify-to understand m 
order to know. 

You have been shocked 
recently , as l have, to 
recognize the almost 
pathological avers10n m 
some areas of our society _ 
to becoming involved with 
other peofle and their 
problems. refer to the 
dreadful anonymity people 
seek m places like New 
York City, the deliberate 
effort to spin a cocoon 
around themselves out of 
which the ego timidly 
peers. An almost incredible 
illustration 1s the episode 
of several years ago when 
a woman in New York was 
repeatedly attacked and 
finally killed by a thug 
while :m persons looked _ on 

without lifting a hand to 
help or even to call - hdp. 
To pursue this condition a 
little further , there 1s a 
strong resemblance here to 
the classic defect of the 
criminal perso nality-a 
self-absorbed concern with 
its ego, a callous 
indifference to the feelings 
and rights of others. The 
same atrophy of the 
sympathetic understanding 
characterizes the great 
villains of history-such as 
Nero and Hitler. It 1s this 
defect of human .sy mpathy, 
too, which undergirds 
antipathies based on race 

. or religion or national 
origin. We s«~e it manifest 
also m lesser evils-in the 
thoughtless vandalism which 
from time to time disgraces 
this and other collt•gc 
campuses-for these so-called· 
pranks represent a wanton 
disregard for the fedinbrs 
and the generosity of other 
persons, a blind concern to 
bolster one's own ego. 

I do not expect my 
observations to produce a 
Keats from this audience, 
nor even a creative artist 
of lesser genius. But the 
intense exercise of your 
imagination-feeling your 
way into the heart of the 
poem, the essay, the 
chemical or mathematical 
problem-is a secret of more 
than academic success. 
Even more difficult and 
more rewarding, though an 
.extension of the same 
faculty , to seek to 
understand other people-not 
111 order to classify or to 
judge-simply 111 order to 
know. Your success will be 
limited, certainly at first, 
unless you are rarely 
brifted. But with persistent 
effort you may find the 
walls of your ego pierced 
from time to time-a ray of 
understanding like a poetic 
vision will penetrate your 
narrow and shuttered self; 
-and the world outside of 
you, so various, so infinite, 
so beautiful, partakes of 
the light that never was on 
land or sea. Suddenly you 
perceive, sudd~nly you 
understand. Summa cum 
\aude . 
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A Public Statement: The HarrisbJtrg Defense: 
We are thirte1m men and 

wom1m who state with 
clear conscience that we 
are neither conspirators nor 
bombers nor kidnappers. In 
principle and in fact, we 
have rejected all acts such 
as those of which we have 
been accused. We are a 
diverse group, united by a 
common goal: our 
opposition to the massive 
violence of our government 
in its war against Southeast 
Asia. It is because of this 
oppos1t10n that we have 
been branded a conspiracy. 

Our anguish for the 
victims of the brutal war 
has led all of us to 
non,violent resistance, some 
of us to the destruction of 
draft records. But, unlike 
our accuser, the 
Government of the United 
States, we have not 
advocated or engaged in 
violence against human 
bein gs. Unlike the 
Government, we have never 
lied to our fellow citize11s 
about our actions. Unlike 

the Government we have 
nothing to hide. We ask 
our fellow citizens to 
match our lives, our 
actions, against the actions 
of the President, his 
advisors, his chiefs of staff, 
and pose the question: 
who has committed the 
crimes of violence? 

It is, m fact, the 
Government which has 
engaged in kidnapping on 
an enormous scale: ' the 
deportation of millions of 
Vietnamese and now 
Cambodians and Laotians -
from tht>ir ancient homes 
by force, the abduction of 
American young men from 
their families under the 
Selective Service Laws, 
sending them across state 
Ii nes and international 
borders to be killed or 
maimed. It is the 
Government which has not 
only conspired but carried 
out the destruction by 
exp lo sives of three 
countries: Vietnam, Laos, 
and Cambodia, . crippling 
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these defenseless people 
with napalm and pellet 
bombs, destroying their 
forests and rice fields. If 
one is concerned with 
crimes against humanity, it 
is the officials of the U. S. 
Government who should be 
on trial. 

Throughout history, 
citizens of conscience have 
engaged in discussions as to 
how to oppose the 
overwhelming • power of 
unjust governments. In such 
discussions the problems of 
violence and non-violence 
have been aired, and an 
infinite variety of strategies 
and tactics examined, 
accepted, or rejected. Such 
discussion is part of the 
tradition of free speech in 
a democratic society, 
protected by the First 
Amendment. When our 
Govern.ment moves against 
some citizens through 
wire-tapping, secret agents, 
and conspiracy laws, to 
turn this constitutional 
right into a crime, free 

' expression is endange,rt>d 
for all Americans. i 

Our Governmen,t 's 
disregard for ~h e 
constitutional rights , o f ' 
individuals has marked 
every stage of the 
proceedings against us I so 
far: the pre-indictmi;nt 
accusations by J. Edgar 
Hoover, the arrests without 
warrants, the excessive i\ail 
amounting to ransom, \he 
travel restrictions pn 
defendants and ~n 
atmosphere of intimidatipn 
created by the Grand .I UfY 
which began historically :as 
a shield to protect the 
innocent and has becorpe 
instead a sword to opprt,ss 
the defenseless. , 

And most recently, we 
have seen a deliberate (\Ct 
by the Attorney General ,to 
keep the defendants frqm 
meeting together. Do,es 
justice really exist fpr 
black people, or for those 
who, like us, oppose the 
policy of war? Based on 
what has happened so fi\r, 
we can only wonder. 

NOW OPEN 
FOR THE MATURE AND OVER 18 

ADULT 
BOOK STORE 

.MAGAZINES 
• NEWSPAPERS 
•BOOKS .. 

309 N. SALISBURY BLVD. 
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The Year Of The Psycology Club 
The school year of 1971 
1972 marked the origin 

of the Psychology Club of 
Salisbury State College. 
With a membership now 
totalling forty-five, the club 
has come a long way from 
its meager beginnings. The 
Psychology Club, which is 
open to all of the students 
and faculty of SSC, is of 
great interest to those 
people in · other majors . and 
departments as well as 
psychology since many of 
the topics and projects of 
the club relate very well to 
other fields. It can be of 
interest to anyone in the 
fields of biology to 
business administartion. · It 
is hoped that m the 
following years the 
membership will increase 
even more and that a 
greater number of people 
from departments other 
than psychology will come. · 
out and attend the 
meetings and activities. 

the Psychology Club has 
sponsored a wide range of 
activities throughout the 
school year. Naturally, it 
has had its share of parties 
as do most organizations. 
The final party of the 
year, on April 22, has a 
cook out honoring the 
graduating seniors of the 
club. Parties, however, are 
not the sole purpose of 
the club. The Psychology 
Club aided the Lower 
Shore Workshop in getting 
students to helv them 
complete a work order at 
a time when they needed 
the help. A good number 
of SSC students went 
down to help out. The 
club also sponsored a very 
interesting and informative 
field trip to the Delaware 
Hospital for the Mentally 
Retarded. The topics of 
the club meetings have 
ranged from conditioning a 
rat in a Skinner box to a 
lecture by Dr. Delaney of 

the Psychology Department 
on the research of Masters 
and J ohnson. It is hoped 
that in the fo llowing years 
to come, the Psychology 
Club of Salisbury State 

Coll ege will he able to 
provide the students and 
faculty of the college with 
an even greater number 
and variety of experiences. 

Club News 
Mr. Sam Walker, Drug 

Coordinator for Wicomico 
County, and Mr. John 
Bach, a former drug addict, 
presented a v1~ry interesting 
and unusual talk during th1~ 
last mr.eting of the 
Psychology Club. Through 
Mr. Bach's pe rsonal 
experiences, many students 
ga i ned further 
understanding about the 
responsibilities that they 
must take, if they choose 
to use drugs. Mr. Bach, 
who is irt his mid-thirties, 
remarked that he got his 
fi rst fix under some church 

steps at the age of 
fourteen. He further stated 
that · drugs have always 
been present in society and 
that it is on ly r1\c1~n tly 
that society has come to 
hotice this fact. 

A social gathering in the 
form of a party was hdd 
at the home of Mrs. Carl 
Davis on March :lrd. This 
was an informal gathering 
<;>f . Psycho logy Clu b 
membi,rs and th e 
Psycho logy Department 
faculty which allowed thi,m 
to rl'lax and rap about 
psychology and other 
current issues. 

PIZZAS - SUBS 
SANDWICHES 

"a delicious.change from cafeteria food" 

FREE 
DELIVERY 

ON CAMPUS 
6:0'0 p.m. - 11 :30 P:m. Mon. - Sat . 

minimum order $5.00 

PHONE· 7 49-9183 

1016 South Division Street - Salisbury, Md. 
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Dr. Erskine Appointed Academic Dean 
Salisbury , Md . 

Appointment of Or. 
Thomas L. Erskin e, 
Chairman of Salisbury State 
College's Department of 

· English, as Academic Dean 
was announn·d April 6, 
1972 by Dr. Norman C. 
Crawford, Jr. President. 

Dr. Erskine will nssume 
his new duties on May 15, 
the day f o llowin g 
c omm e n ce m e nt. H e 
succeeds Or. Daniel Z. 
Gibson, former Prcsid,~nt of 
Washington College, who 
has been st:rving Salisbury 
State Collegt~ on an interim 
basis until an Academic 
Dean could lw assigned 
permanently. Dr. Gihson 
has agreed to remain al 
Salisbury Stalt· Collcgi, nex l 
year as an advisor lo Dr. 
Erskine and as Professor of 
English . 

Simultaneou sly , Dr. 
Crawford announced the 
appointme nt o f Or. 
Frederick A. Kundcll as 
Associate Dt:>an. Dr. 

Kundell , Assistant Professor 
o f Ch t:>mistry, was namt'd 
Director of the . Computer 
Center at Salisbury State 
during the current college 
year, and he will continue 
to serve m tht' latkr 
capacity as well as 
coo rd i nat e many 
registration procedures. 

Dr. · Erskine earned his 
BA degree from Bowdoin 
College, an MA from the 
University of Kansas and 
PhD fr o m Emory 
University. He served as 
leaching fellow at the 
University of Kam1as and 
Emory University, as an 
instructor al Oglethorpe 
College, and as an Assistant 
Professor al the University 
of Delawan\. 

While al Delaware, Dr. 
Erskine was Director of 
Freshman English and 
coordinator of the " Collt:>ge 
Try Program" (a program 
f o r aca d e mi ca ll y 
disadvantaged students). 

Since joining Salisbury 

I · Think Of Us For The Office Or School 

I See Our Complete Line Of Teaching Aids 

••rn a uc•••• •••:. 
MAIN. & ST. PETERS STREETS 

· DOWNTOWN - SALISBURY 

742-3'191 

State College . last fall , Dr. 
Erskine has been elected to 
m e mb e rship in th e 
Academic Council, has 
d eveloped plans for 
publication of a new 
professional journal and 
contributed significantly to 
th e d esign of next 
summer's experimental 
program for educationally 
disadvantaged student-,. 

Dr. Erskine directed a 
succ e s s ful campus 
conference for high school 
English teachers during the 
past year. · 

He holds membership in 
th e Mo derti Language 
Association, the South 
Atlantic Modern Language 
Assoc iation and the 
Conference on College 
Communication and 
·composition . He is 
co-editor of three books, 
John Milton: " L'Allegro" 
and " II Penseroso," Words 
on Words, and From 
Fiction to Film: Conrad 
Aik en's "Silent _Snow, 

Secret Snow." 
Dr. Kundell , a native of 

Pulaski, New York, was 
awarded his BA degree J 

from Harpur College in ,). 
,l 1962 and his PhD degree 

from the University of ,t 

Maryland in 1967. During ·' 
J !t a stay at the l niversity of ., 

Maryland from 1965 until ' 
1968, he was a Dupont (' 
po stgraduate teac hing 
assistant, a research follow, ~ 
and lecturer in general ·l 
chemistry. During the '> 
1968-69 college year, he 'J 
was a postdoctoral fellow, 11 
Aarhus University , Denmark 11 

and he was a lecturer on '' 
computer programs at this :t 

institution. Following his : 
stay in Denmark, Dr. 
Kundell returned to the :i 

University of Maryland t 
where he taught general '1 

chemistry as a visiting 
Assistant Professor. Dr. 1 
Kundell began his Salisbury ' 
State College association in 
September 1970. 

~,;~~'UIMf4',o,e · 
7~ eoae,e 11ta.,, 

. I CRICKETEER 
I JANTZEN 
I VAN HEUSEN 
I CANTERBURY 
I H.I.S. 
I WOOLRICH 

... nllllr .... 
ON THE DOWNTDWIIPLAZA 

Open .Monday & Friday N._.. U, .... I 
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Sartorius Leaves SSC 
To Work On Doctorate 

Mr. .I ohn Sartorius, 
Assistant to the Dean of 
the College, will be leaving 
Salisbury's campus to do 
his doctorate work at Duke 
University. Mr. Sartorius 
has been an asset to the 
college and his fresh and 
liberal ideas will be missed. 

He has· liked working on 
Salisbury's campus although 
through his job he has not 
had as much contact with 
the students. He feels the 
school is changing in a 
healthy way and new 
people are shaking things 
up. He lik es the 
" Informer" and feels that 
it has a lot of appeal for 
the students. 

When asked what 
changes he would like to 
see made on the campus, 
he quickly remarked that a 
January program would be 
most beneficial. He also 
would like to see a 
freshman seminar which 
would be a discussion 

group of 15 students with 
various interested faculty 
members. It would he an 
accredited course which 
would provide discu-ssions 
on relevant topics of 
today. , He feds that a 
writing proficiency center is 
greatly needed since many 
students graduate without 
being able to wri te a 
coherent essay. The black 
enrollments should be 

. increased by 10%, he feels 
since the ratio is still fairly 
low. Lastly he feds that 
the ties with other colleges 
should be increased through 
a student exchange center 
with the University of 
Maryland · Eastern Shore, 
Morgan Stale and other 
slate colleges. 

The Informer wishes Mr. 
Sartorius the best of luck 
in his new endeavor and 
hopes that he might return 
to Salisbury in the future 
to help bring his valuable 
ideas into action. 

STAINGLASS 
LEATHER 
CANDLES 

SYLVE·STERS 
WE NOW OFFER STAIN GLASS 

SUPPLIES. MANY COLORS, SHAPES AND 
TEXTURES, ALONG WITH THE LEAD 
AND SOLDER. 

LEATHER IS NOW SOLD BY THE SIDE 
OR PRECUT BELT BLANKS IN COWHIDE 
OR IN LATIGO. BUY YOUR COMPLETE 
SET OF TOOLS OR JUST A FEW. 

CREATE YOUR OWN· CANDLE DESIGN 
TO SUIT YOUR MOOD OR YOUR ROOM. 

WE HAVE INSTRUCTION BOOKLETS 
FOR BEGINNERS WITH ALL TOOLS AND 
ACCESSORIES NEEDED. 

ON THE PLAZA, DOWNTOWN 
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You Have A Friend 
INFORMER: What plans 

do you have for expanding 
the counseling services? 

MISS MONIOT: We hope 
to bring in a director of 
counseling services. I hope 
it is well-organized but 
informal. The important 
thing is that we be 
centrally located. (I say 
"we" because I hope to 
head in that direction 
although may still be 
attached to the academics.) 
We need competent people 
in there whether it be as 
helping personnel or as 
therapy type personnel. 
Perhaps we should have 
someone with a clinical 
psyc hology background. 
The studen ts have to feel 
comfortable and have the 
utmost tru st and 
confidence -- this is very 
important. 

INFORMER: Do you 
think we need a full-time 
psychiatrist on ·campus? 

MISS MONIOT: No, but 
there should be one that a 
student can get . to easily . 
The responsibility of the 
new director will be to 
organize this: to publicize 
it and to get out and meet 
the students so they know 
he is a human being and is 
willing to help. I am 
toying with the idea of 
using student advisors. We 
will need a lot of support 
to get it off the ground. 
And it wi ll have to be on 
a volun tary basis at first, 
hut hopefully we will get 
money for it. 

INFORMER: Instead of 
c,alling y~~ th,· "Academic 
Counselor , you should 
have a sign up saying "A 
Friend" • 

MISS MONIOT: Onr day 
a student knocked on the 
door and when he opened 
it, asked "18 this the 
Security Office?" and I 
said, "You bet it is!" 

HONDA 

From Mighty to Mini, 
Honda has it all. 

Complete line of Motorcycles, 
Parts, and Accessories 

HORNER MOTOR SALES INC 
749-6661 1135 S. Salis. Blvd. 

Titles get in the way a 
lot of . the time. It even 
hindered me at first. The 
kids ·who are worried and 
come in are frightened by 
the title ; hopefully they 
have lost their fear . 1 do · 
not feel that 1 am a very 
threatening person to 
students -- least I hope I'm 
not. 

INFORMER: Has the 
program you and Bob 
Hassmiller set up proved 

successful·~ 
MISS MONIOT: I think 

it was successful because 
we learned a lot first 
semester. We did not reach 
half as many kids as we 
wanted to, hut we cannot 
do anything about that 
except to he accessible. I 
know that · Delaney, 

• McBrian and Hassmiller 
have helped a lot of kids. 

BRVS~VPO:AT 

Give yourself a soft touch for the summer - in 
jeans of brushed denim. Colors without limit, 
and the neatest fit in town. Here, now, and for 
the rest of the season, but stock up today. (You · 
never have enough jeans, we believe!] 

Jllikt ,UIS,Ut 
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